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This thesis is a study of the history of Islam in China during the T'ang and Song 

periods, based on Chinese and Arabic sources. Atter investigation of the early 

contacts between the Muslims and China during the T'ang era (6 18-907), the thesis 

analyzes the reasons for the spread of Islam into southern Chinese Turkistan. The 

thesis then goes on to examine the Muslim commercial activities in Song China (960- 

1276). This study will lead to the concIusion that Muslim military campaigns in 

Chinese Turkistan and Muslim merchants' commercial activities in China's south- 

east coastal provinces during the T'ang and Song dynasties contributed to the early 

spread and development of Islam in China. 
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Introduction 

Muslims in China, called Huis or Hui-min fHui people), f fu i - j~~o-~u ,  Hui-hui, and 

Ah-min, as well as Ah-sf-[in, are divided into two major categories: ( 1 ) Chinese-speakins 

Muslims who claim descent from the early Arab and Persian traders or military 

mercenaries who settled in China during the T'ang and Song dynasties (6 18- 1276 A.D.). 

(2) non-Chinese ethnic groups, mainly o f  Turkish origin, who embraced Islam along the 

Old Silk Road. These non-Chinese Muslims are primarily concentrated in the north-west 

part of  China, near Central Asia, in the provinces of Xinjiang (or Chinese Turkistan), 

Ningxia, Gansu, and Qinghai. The Chinese-speaking Muslims mainly settled in China's 

south-east coastal provinces such as Guangdong, Fujian and Zajiang during the T'ang and 

Song periods. Today they are the most widespread minority, inhabiting every region o f  

China. 

The study o f  the early history of  the  development of Islam in China, particularly in 

the periods of the T'ang and Song is very significant because it will help us to understand 

the circumstances in which the early Muslims had reached China proper and spread their 

faith. It is, however, a field of study in which there has not been a great amount o f  

research. After Marshall Broomhall's work, Islam in Chinu: A Neglected Problem, was 

published in 1910 by the World's Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, not much 

progress o f  the study of the history of Chinese Islam has been made. Although 

Broomhall's work is outdated, nowadays it continues to serve as an important source, 

particularly for the students who are interested in the early history o f  Islam in China. 

There have been a few articles written and published in the first half o f  this century 

concerning the history of Chinese Islam. These works include: E. Bretschneider's 

I 



- "Chinese Medieval Notices of [slam" in ?he ILfoslem b'clrlJ, 1929, Isaac Mason's "The 

Mohammedans of China: When and How, They First Came" in .hmd of the Royal 

Asiufic Sociefy, 193 1, S. M. Zwemer's "The Fourth Religion of China" in The bfo.s(em 

World, 1934, and Elizabeth 2. Pickens's "Moslems in China" in The Moslem Work4 

1944. Most of these works were written by Christian Protestant missionaries in China: 

however, they are somewhat inclined to sweeping generalizations and preconceived ideas, 

and suffer from a lack of objective historical evaluation, 

It is only in recent years that the study of Islam in China has become a fashionable 

issue in the west, and a number of good works have appeared, which help shed light on 

Chinese Islam. Many of these, however, by scholars such as Israeli, Winters, Lipman, 

Pillsbury, and Gladney, mainly focus on the contemporary issues surrounding Muslim 

minority problems in China.' The early history of Chinese [slam has thus been hardly 

examined in much detail. A prominent scholar known to me, who has been devoted to the 

study of the early history of Islam in China, is Hajji Yusuf Chang, a Chinese Muslim 

living in the west. His works are mostly based on Chinese sources and Chinese Muslim 

traditions. In certain aspects, his judgment of historical events is colored by his religious 

viewpoint Nevertheless, his works are useful for our study of the early history of Chinese 

I Raphael Israeli, Mtidims in China: A Study of CtrhraI Corfrnrttario~t, Bangkok: Curzon Press Ltd.. and 

Humanities Press [nc., 1978; Clyde-Ahmad Winters, Mao or Mirhammad.. Mam irr rI7e People 's Reprrhlic of 

Chirn, Hong Kong: Asian Research S e ~ k e s ,  1979; Barbara L. K. Pilisbury, "The Muslim Population of 

China: Clarifying the Questions of Size and Ethnicity" in Jorrr~~d/r rs~ i~~r fe  of Mirs/im hfirroriry A m y ,  3 -2 

(1981): 35-58; Jonathan N. Lipman, "Patchwork Society, Network Society : A Study of  Sino- Muslim 

Communities" in Raphael Israeli and Anthony H. Johns, eds., Islam in Asia, Val- 2, Jerusalem: The Magnes 

Press, The Hebrew University, 1984, pp. 346-274; Dru C. Gladney, Muslim Chinese: Ethnic Nationalism in 

the People's Republic, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, Council on East Asian Studies, 199 1. 



-a Islam. Many of his works are pubIished in the form of articles in the Jorirnd I ~ i f r l t r  of 
- - 

1Mu.dirn Minority Aflairs, including "Muslim Minorities in China: An Historical Note" in 

198 I ,  "Chinese Muslim Mobility in SunpLiao-Chin Period" in 1984, "Musl irn Encounter 

wi-th the Mongols and Its Varied Consequences For Muslims in West Asia and in China" 

in 1984, and "The Hui (Muslim) Minority in China: An Historical Overview" in 1987. 

Although there has been much Chinese schotarship on the subject o f  Islam in China 

deaiing with a wide variety of Islamic movements, Muslim rebellions, Sufi orders, and 

Muslim religious practices, in the historical fields we only have scholars such as Shou-Yi 

Bai, and Yuan Chen, T'ong-Xian Fu, whose studies of the early history of Islam in China 

are primarily based on Chinese historical sources without the insight of Arab' gc sources to 

balance their interpretations.2 These works give us only a general introduction to the 

history of Islam in China. Therefore, a comprehensive study of the early history of Islam 

in China remains to be explored. 

In my thesis, I will try to shed light on the development of Chinese Islam, as far as 

the scanty evidence permits, by studying known contacts between the Muslims and China 

during the T'ang and Song dynasties (618-1276). These contacts involved military, 

political, and economic factors. I will examine how and why these contacts occurred 

during this particular period and what the legacy of these contacts is. In particular, I will 

discuss how Islamization took place in Chinese Turkistan. Because o f  the exiguity of the 

Shou-Yi Bai, Chtrng-kio I -m- lm~ Shih-gmzg rsm-kao t q 4 a o  (Reference Materials for an Outline History 

of Chinese Islam), Beijiang: Wen-tong Shu-ju, 1948; Yuan Chen, "Hui-Hui-Chiao Ruh Chung-Kuo Shih- 

Lieh" (A Srudy of the Entry ~f Islam in China) in his Cherl Yiiar~ Xrieshri Lrrmw~Ji (The Academic Theses of 

Chen Yuan), vol. 1 ,  Beijing: Zhong-hua Shu-jy 1980. Tong-Xian Fu, Chtmg-K~ro Hui-jiao Shih (History of 
J 

Islam in China), Taipei: Taiwan S hang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1 996. 



* Arabic and Persian sources, will mainly rely on the Chinese sources to examine the 

overland and overseas contacts between the two sides. 

My thesis is divided into three chapters. 

In chapter one, I will deal with Islam in T7ang China (618-907 A- D.), focusing in 

particular on Chinese and Arab expansions to Central Asia and their military conflict, as 

welt as Arab and Chinese maritime trade and the early Muslim settlement in this period- 

In chapter two, 1 shall analyze the early spread of Islam in Southern Chinese 

Turkistan. The primary focus will be on the rule of  the QarGkhZnids (932-1 165) in the 

region. 

Chapter three examines Islam in Song China (960- 1276). I wiII address issues such 

as the expansion of the Arab and Chinese maritime trade during this era, the 

establishment of the Maritime Inspection Office, and the Muslim settlement and the 

establishment of the famous ancient mosques. 

A Note on Sources 

The primary Chinese sources which 1 shall use in this study are from the oEciaI 

imperial dynastic histories of China, which have been collected into what are usually 

referred to as the Twenty Four or Twenty Six Histories. They are the official histories of 

previous dynasties, deaIt with one by one. As is well known, China had a well-established 

tradition of historical research long before the birth of Christ. Each imperial government 

had its own official court historians who were commissioned to write official accounts 

not only of its activities but also of those of previous dynasties. Thus, T'ang-Song * - dynastic history records many memoirs and biographies dealing with the Turks, Persians 



* and Arabs. There are also many informal historical works during this period which 
.- 

contain descriptions of foreign customs, geography and trade with China, such as Chu 

E'LN1 Cizilz (A Description of Foreign Nations), T*zing T'ien (Reservoir of Source Material 

on Political and Social History), P 'ingChou K'o-r icn (Talks From P'ing-chou). and Ling- 

wui Thi-lu (the Answers to Questions about the Regions to the South of the Mountain 

~ a n ~ e s ) ~ .  As for the Persian and Arabic works, they are mainly geographical works or 

travel accounts which give us detaiied information about the social, economic and 

commercial conditions of different areas of the world. These pieces of information, 

though few, especially in regard to China, are of great importance. 

- 
For the authors of these works, see Bibliography. 



I Islam in T'ang China (618-907 A,D.) 

The T'ang era may be regarded as the most magnificent age in Chinese history 

militarily, economically, culturally as well as politically. The achievements of the first 

Han dynasty (206 B-C-25 AD.) were brought to their highest perfection at this time. It 

was during the T'ang era that Islam reached China, and in the wake of the discovery of 

the Silk Road, the interactions between China and its western neighbors intensified 

significantly. This lucrative trade prompted China to establish its over-lordship in Central 

Asia However, maintaining Chinese interests and influence in the region was not without 

its difficulties, particularly when she had to confront another power which had launched 

conquests into Central Asia under the banner of Islam. Eventually, the two powers fought 

a battle on the Talas River where the T'ang army was defeated disastrously by the Arabs. 

This military conflict did not, however, lead to the interruption of  contacts between the 

T'ang and the Arab Empires, because of the increasing importance of the Persian-Arab 

eastern-oriented sea-borne trade, 

In this chapter, we will trace the activities of the Arab-Chinese contacts since the 

\C 
discovery the Silk Road. Our primary focus will be on the Arab military expansion in % 

I 

Central Asia. In addition, w e  will analyze the causes of the Talas military conflict 

between T'ang China and the 'Abbzsid dynasty and the full impact of T'ang China's 

military setback in Central Asia- FinaIly, the origin of the Arab and Chinese maritime 

trade wi11 also be addressed. We hope that this study will help to illustrate how Islam 

came to China during the T'ang era. 

I .  Chinese Expansion to Central Asia in the Pre-Islamic Period 



Before the second century B-C. the Chinese were uncertain of what lay beyond the 

western mountains. Rugged terrain and unpredictable weather were two of the reasons 

which stopped them crossing further to "the west? It was during the reign of the Han 

Emperor Wu-Ti (240-87 B C )  that the first exploration was launched in Central Asia. 

This marked the beginning of a new age in China's relations with her western neighbors. 

This also led to China's discovery of CentraI and Western Asia and the birth of the Silk 

Road. 

According to Ssu-ma Ch'ien's ~hih-chi', during Wu Ti's reign the barbarian tribe 

Hsiung-nu (J3~ns)~ continued te cause trouble on the northern frontier. This forced the 

Emperor in 238 B.C. to dispatch his envoy led by General Chang Ch'ien (?-I 14 B.C.) to 

se,!~ an alliance with the ~ueh-chih7 against their common foe, the Hsiung-nu. On his 

way Chang Ch'ien was captured by the Hsiung-nu and remained their prisoner for ten 

years, after which he escaped and reached the upper vaIIey of the Jaxartes River (present 

4 In early time the Chinese caIIed the land of the West "Hsi-yu." The area mainly covers today's Central Asia. 
5 Ssu-Ma Ch'ien, "Ta-woan lieh-chuann in Shih-chi (Records of the Kistorian, ca. 91 B.C.) ch. 123. As to 

Han's fi-ontier strategy toward Hsiung-nu, please also see Thomas J. Barfield, 7he Perilous Froizfier: 

Nomadic Empires Aid Chino, 2221BC To 1757, Cambridge: Blackweil Pubiishers, 1992, pp 49-59. 

One of the centers of the "Huns" (mid-la century ~ c . 4 ~  century A.D.) was located in the heart of 

present-day outer Mongolia Cf. Gregoire Frumkin, Archaeology i i r  Sovier Ceizrral Asia, Netherlands: E. J .  

Brill, 1970, pp.3 1-33. Frye says that "Whether the name Hun is the same as the Chinese H[s]iung-nu has been 

hotly debated, but certainly usage of the name Hun succeeded, and paralleled, that of the earlier H[s]iung- 

nu." See Frye, 77te Herifage of Ceirrral A s k  From Amiyr~ity ro the TIlrkish Fxpmsim, Princeton: MarLus 

Wiener Publishers, 1 995, p. 1 69. 
7 According to Shih-chi, the Yueh-chih settled in the region forming the present province of Gan-su. The 

a Hsiung-nu forced them to migrate to the west. They are to be identified with the speakers of the Tukharian 
v- 

language. Also see Richard N. Frye, 77ze Heritage of Cet~frd Asia. pp. 34-35. 

7 



-@ Syr Darya) and the land of Ta-woan (Farghana). In 128 B.C. he eventually reached the 

tern-tory of the Yueh-chih, His long-delayed dipIomatic mission was unsuccessful since 

he failed in persuading the Yueh-chih to attack the Hsiung-nu. However, the military, 

political, economic and geographical intelligence Chang Ch'ien brought caused a 

sensation at the Han court. From his mission the Emperor learned of the rich and 

previous Iy unknown kingdoms such as Ta-woan (Farghana), Ta-shia @actria), and 

K'ang-chu (~o~diana)! For his great achievement in this mission, Ssu-ma Ch'ien highly 

praised him and said that "Chang Ch'ien had explored a route which never existed 

In 115 B-C., Chang Ch'ien was dispatched again to go to the west. Szih-chi 

recorded 

"When the first embassy was sent from China to An-hsi parthia], the king of An-hsi 

@i.rthia] ordered twenty thousand cavalry to meet them on the eastern fiontier. The 

eastern frontier was several thousand li [one li equals 1/4 mile] distant fiom the king's 

capital. Proceeding to the north one came across several tens of cities, with very many 

inhabitants, allied to that country. After the Chinese embassy had returned they sent forth 

an embassy to follow the Chinese embassy to come to see the extent and greatness of the 

Han Empire. They offered to the Han court Iarge birds7 eggs, and jugglers fiom ti- 
kanpome]." lo 

' For the identification of these ancient kingdoms' location see S. H. Yule. Carhq arid the W q  nither,  

Taipei: Ch'eng-Wen Publishing Company, 1966, pp. 35-37. He indicates that Ta-shia or Bactria was located 

in Badakhshan of the southern Oxus and northern part of Tukharistan. Sogdiana had been under the influence 

of Persian culture. In the wider sense, it covers the area between the O m s  and Jaxartes Rivers, o f  which 

Bukhara and Samarqand were two main oasis cities. See Richard N. Frye, 71re Golden Age of Persia, London: 

Butler & Tanner Ltd., 1993, p. 27. 
9 Ssu-Ma Ch'ien "Ta-woan lieh-chuan", ch. 1 23. 
10 Ibid, The same story d s o  was recorded in Pan Ku's "His-yu chuan", in C% 'im-Hm-Sht (The Former Han 

dynasty History, 206 B.C.-25 AD. written in about 90A.D-) ch-96k The Parthiam (dynasty of the Arsacidae, 



This is the first oficial record of Persia and Rome in Chinese historical writings. As 

for the Arabs, perhaps Chang Ch'ien and his followers learned of them from the Persians 

and called the Arabs the country of T'iao-chih. According to SMz-chi, 

"Tiao-chih[Arabia] lies several thousand li west of An-hsi parthia] and it borders the 
West Sea wediterrmean]. It is very humid in summer. The inhabitants plough the fields 
and pIant rice seedlings. They produce large birds [ostriches?] whose eggs are like urns. 
There is a big population ruled by chieftains. An-hsi [Parthia] subjects Tiao-chih to 
servitude and considers it as an alien country. Its people are adept at magic-"" 

With the discovery of these kingdoms, trade goods began to move reguIarly overland 

between the Han capital Chang-an and the Mediterranean, a distance of more than seven 

thousand kilometers. Over time, the Han Emperors sent more embassies to the west 

Those trading missions, carrying silk, jewels and other treasures, started from the Han 

capital, Ch'ang-an (present day Xi-an) and turned north-westwards, passing through the 

Gansu comdor to the oasis of Tun-huang in the Gobi desert From Dun-hung, they passed 

through the famous Jade Gate, where the route divided into two: the northern route and 

southern route. The northern route was atong the rim of the Taklamakan, passing through 

256 BC-226 AD.) were hown to the Chinese under the name of An-hsi. Since the sixth century, mention is 

made in the Chinese annals by the name "people of Po-ssu-" See "Accounts of Western Nations" in Chmr S h  

(the History of the Northern Chou Dynsty, 557-581 AD) compiled by Ling-hu Te-fen (583-666). For 

analysis of the earlier contacts between China and the Roman Empire see D. D, Leslie and K. J. H. Gardiner, 

"All Roads Led to Rome: Chinese Knowledge of the Roman Empire" in Jottrnaf ofAsian History 2911 

(I995):6 1-8 I;  Meicun Lin, "Roman Merchants in China in 100 A.D." in SocialScie.rrces irr Chriza 13.3(1992): 

13-25; F- Hirth, China and the Romarr Orietrf: Researches info Their Arzcietrf mzd Mediaeval Relafiotzs, 

Chicago: Argonaut, MC., Publishers, 1 967. 
I I Ssu-Ma Ch'ien, "Ta-woan lieh-chuan", ch. 123- There is a similar story in "The Account ofthe Western 

Region" of Hatr-Sh (History of the Han Dynasty) by Pan Ku (d, 92 A-D .) Refemng to T'iao-chih, Pan-Ku 

says "T'iao-chih produces lions, rhinoceros, peacocks and big birds whose eggs are lihz earthen jars." 

According to Greek and Chinese sources, Hirth identified Tiao-chi a s  the Arabian peninsula. Please see his 
-up 



a Turfan, Karashahr, Kucha, A h ,  Tumchuq and Kashgar. The southern route started fiom 

the Sun Gate and turned south-west aIong the edge of the Tibetan pIateau, passing Miran, 

Niya, Khotan and Yarkand to join the northern route at Kashgar. It extended from 

Kashgar passing through Farghana to Samarqand, Balkh, Mew, Ctesiphon to Damascus 

and Antioch In order to secure these trade routes, the Han dynasty continued its 

expansion westwards through severaI military expeditions and estabtished garrison cities. 

By 59 B.C. the Han power reached all over what is now Chinese Turkistan. A general 

government was established there for the tributary states. The Princes of Transoxiana and 

Bactriana are also said to have recognized Han supremacy. " 
The large-scale international trade through these trans-Asian routes continued for 

th th several centuries. However, during the 4 -5 centuries, due to invasions by the northern 

Vandals, Franks, Germans, and Goths, the Roman Empire collapsed and the center of the 

Roman Empire shifted to the eastern Mediterranean, to form the Byzantine Empire.13 

Although the desire for the exotic Eastern goods remained undiminished, trade with the 

west subsided because of the downfall of the Han dynasty in 220 AD." With the 

emergence of the S5sinian Empire (224-65 1 ), trade was further affected when access to 

the overland routes through Central Asia was blocked by the SZsZnians and they 

dominated trade networks across crucial areas of Central Asia and gained a monopoly 

China d the Roman Orient, p p. 147- 1 57. 

" Yule, Cathay and the W q  Thi~her, p 39. 

" Cf Nonnan F. Cantor, 'The Age of the Barbarian Invasionsn in 7 h  Civilxtioo,t of the Middle Ages, New 

Sork: Harper CoUins Pubtishers, Inc., 1994. pp. 89- 121. 

" Afler the collapse of the Han dynasty, China was divided into Three Kingdoms. In the beginning of the 4D 
V 

century China was fbrther disintegrated and entered the era of the Sixteen Kingdoms (30 1-439). 



-1) over Asian trade with the west. On the other hand, taking advantage o f  the weakness of 
.. - 

China, the Turks also expanded their influence into Central Asia In the sixth century, 

between 563 and 567 the Turks conquered the Hephthalitesl' and formed a most 

extensive nomad empire, stretching as it did from the frontiers of China to the confines of 

the Sikiinian and Byzantine empires, where they raided the borders of China and 

SGZnian t e m t ~ r y . ' ~  in general, the Oxus River (Amu Darya) tended to be regarded as the 

boundary between the Turks and the Persians at the time." 

In 58 1, the long-term fragmentation of China ended." An official founded the native 

Sui dynasty (581-617), which once again created an unified Chinese state. The 

establishing o f  the Sui dynasty represents the reunion of Yangtze China with North China, 

which had been devastated by the nomad invasions. This widened the vista, giving Sui 

and T'ang China an opening on the sea and land. Therefore, we witness the parallel 

growth of an unified Chinese state and a powerful nomadic empire on her northern 

- 

15 They probably appeared in the 4b century outside the Persian Empire. Most scholars are inclined to accept 

this nomadic tribe as of Iranian origin. In the 5" century, they subjugated the Soghdians and controlled 

Transoxiana, the land between the Oxus and Jaxartes. See Frye, 77re Herifage of Persia, pp. 174 179; M, A. 

Shaban, The 'A b b k i d  Revolurioit, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 970, pp. 6-9. Refemng to the 

Chinese sources. they were known as "Ya-ta", and it is said that they were o f  Turkish origins. Ling-hu Te-fen, 

"Accounts of Western Nations" in Chorr Shu. 
16 See V. V. Barthold, Futrr SnrJits on the Hisrory of Cenfrcrl Asin, trans. by V. and T. Minorsky. Leiden: E- 

J. BriU, 1962, pp. 4-5; William Sarnolin, "From the End of the Han to the T'u-chueh (Turks)" in Easr 

Trrrki'statn to the fivelfrh CTetztrrry: A Brief Po/iticarl Sz~n~ey, London: Mouton & Co, 1964, p.56; Yule, 

Cathay and the Way Thither, p. 59. 
17 Yule, Zafhgv and [he Wq milher, p. 59; H. A R Gibb, I;he Arab Comptists in Cerrtral Asia, London: 

The Royal Asiatic Society, 1923, p. 1. 
18 See note 1 1. 



--m frontier. l' Just as the Han outlived the Hsiunpnu, so did the T'ang outlive the Turks. 

When T'ang T'ai-tsung (r.627-650) the second emperor of the dynasty, consolidated his 

power, in order to put an end to the menace of the Turks, he began his systematic 

conquests into the Tarim basin. By the end of 650, the T'ang was able to re-establish 

Chinese rule in Eastern Turkistan and push the Western Turks further west.'0 in the time 

of T'ai-tsung, T'ang's sphere of influence again reached Farghana and Sogdiana. At 

about the time the T'ang established its overlordship in Central Asia, Arabia was 

undergoing one of the most dramatic revolutions in history: the establishment and 

expansion of Islam. Taking the same approach of imperial expansion, the T'ang Chinese 

and the Arabs finaIIy met on the battlefield of Central Asia. 

2. Arab Conquests into Central Asia and Military Conflict with the T'ang Army on the 

l9 We have mentioned that the Tuks in the 6'century occupied Transoxiana. But in 583 AD. this Turkish 

confederation broke apart: the Eastern Turks (also called the Northern Turks) separated fiom those of the 

\Vest and became very hostile to each other- Their split was not limited to lessening the Turkish menace to 

Sui and Tang China. CE "Chapter of the Western Turks" in Srri Shrr (History of the Sui Dynasty, 581-6 18), 

compEIed by Wei Cheng (581-643)- juan 84; Hum Wang, "Apa Qaghan, Founder of the Western Turkish 

Khanate, the Sptitting Up of the Turkish Khanate and the Formation of the Western Khanate" in Social 

Sciences in Chirza. 3 -4 (1 982): 124-1 54; SamoIin, "From the End of the Han to the T'u-chueh (Turks)", pp. 

56-58. For an informative work concerning the Turks see also the French scholar E Chavannes, Doc~~merm 

mr les Tozrkilce (Tircs) Occidcrrramr, St Petersbourg, 1903; Chinese Translation by Cherng-Jiun Feng, Hsi 

fi-chrreh Shih Liao (Historical materials of the Wes'=rn rurks). Taipei: Taiwan Business Publishers, 1964. 

" In 640 A.D. Turfm was occupied and annexed and became the seat of a Chinese prefecture and later ofthe 

Chinese government of the An-hsi ru-hti-ft~ (Protector Generatship of the Pacified West). From this base the 

T'ang army was able to put the "Four Garrisons": Kara Shahr. Kucha, Khotan ans Kashgar under her control 

before 648 A D -  CE Qun Zhans "On the Three Border Areas in Tang Dynaq"  in Historical Geography 

1 I(I983), p. 205. Rene Grousset, 77re Empire offhe Steppes= A History of Cmrraf Asia. Translated tiom the 

French by Naomi WaIford, New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1970, pp. 98- 103. 



Talas River 
- .- 

The impetus of the religion of Islam provided the unity, as well as the inspiration 

and drive, to expand through conquest after the death of Muhammad. Nevertheless, Gibb 

remarks that "these earliest conquests, in fact, were little more than plundering raids on a 

large scale, the effect of that movement of expansion whose momentum was carrying 

foward the Arabs irresistibly."" Their desire for any booty lying within the Sisiinian 

domains drove the Caliph Abii Bakr to send his general Khiilid b. a l -~aGd in 633 to raid 

al-l&i near the ~ u ~ h r a t e s . ~  From then on, the Arab conquests to the east commenced. 

In 642 the Arabs inflicted the final and decisive defeat upon the Skiinian army at 

NihZvand After this battle the central government of the SCsZnian dynasty ceased to 

exist." But Yazdajird b. Shahxiye b. KisrZ (r.632-651), the last SaSiinian ruler, fled after 

the battle of NihGvand. This unfortunate king, after wandering around from one city to 

another seeking support against the Arabs, later reached Merv (Marw)- From Merv he 

corresponded with those Persians still remaining in areas not conquered by the ~rabs"  

~abar? tells us that "in 642 during the reign of 'Umar b. a1-Kha-eb (r. 634-644), when 

&af ibn Qays, an Arab military leader approached Merv, Yazdajird fled to Manv al- 

Rudh and from there he sent letters to the rulers of the Turks (KhuGju7z) and Sogdiana 

(Mulzk al-Sug.hd) asking for aid. Yazdajird dispatched two envoys to the rulers of the 

'I ~ i b b ,  7he Arab Coqwsts in Central Asia, p. I 5 .  
22 S haban, /s/amic History A. D. 600-7.50 (AH.  132): A New Itwrpretatbt. Cambridge: Cam bridge 

University Press, 1971, p. 24. For hrther discussion of the Arab conquests in Iran see Frye, Thr G o i ' t  Age 

of Persia. pp- 54-73; Shaban, Tht! 'AbbaSiJRevo/trriorr. pp. 16-34. 

"see Frye, me Go/dr,r Age of Persia, p. 60: Shaban, The 'Abbu3d Rrvoit~tio~t, p. 16. 

"AC IaLfar Muhammad b. ~ a &  al-~aba< TaZiRh aLRtrsri wa a(-M~rit~k, ed. Muhammad Abi &Fadl 



Turks and Sogdiana, and he also wrote to the ruler of China (Su?zib uLi&) asking for 

a~sistance."'~ And again in 65 1 Yazdajird appealed to the k i n g  for assistance and 

reinforcements. He wrote to the rulers of China, Farghina KGbul and ~hazar." This 

shows how desperately he needed help from outside, facing an imminent menace fiom 

the Arabs. ~ a b a i  reports that eventually Yazdajird's plight ended when he was brutally 

murdered in Mew in 651 in the time of 'Uthmiin ibn 'AfEn (r. 644- 656). He had never 

obtained support ftom the ruler of ~ L ~ a l ~ d h u X  informed us that after the 

demise of Yazdajird, his son FairGz was taken away by the Turks, who gave him one of 

their women in marriage, and he settled in ~ukha r i s t an .~~  

With regard to the ordeaI of Yazdajird, Chiu T'ung Szu states that, "in 648 during 

the reign of T'ai tsung (r.627-650), Yazdajird (in Chinese, Yi-shi-kho) sent an envoy 

bearing gifts to the T'ang court. Yazdajird was weak and powerless; thus he wazdajird] 

was expelled by a great commander. Yazdajird tried to flee to Tukharistan, but on his 

way, he was murdered by Ta-shih (~rabs)."~"e believe fiom the Chinese sources that 

this envoy sent by Yazdjird to carry out a political mission to the T'ang court is the same 

as the one mentioned in ~ a b ~ ' s  account. In addition, right after the death of Yazdajird 

in 65 1, ~abar? informs us that "when Khu2ak. the ruler of the Turks, together with an 

fi&;rn (Cairo, 1960-69). vol. I, pp- 2682-83. 

Kbid-, vol. I, ,-- 2683. 
26 [bid., vol. I, p. 2876. 
27 [bid-, vol. I, p. 2690. 

'' d-Ba15dhurir Ftm3 al-Bddaiz , ed. M J. De Goeje (Leiden. 1866). p. 3 16. English translation by Francis 

Clark Murgotten, fie Origirrs of rhe Isi'rnic Sfurr Purr (I. New York: Columbia University Press. 1924, p. 

493. 
V 

Liu Hsu (897-946). "Po-ssu (Persians)" in Chirr Thrg  S h  (Old T'ang History. 6 I 8-906). Lieh-chuan 148. 



retinue from the KisrZ family or those who had made their way with Yazdajird to Balkh, 

had crossed the [Oxus] n'ver, they met the envoy of Yazdajird, whom he had dispatched 

to the rulcr of China with gifts and who was bringing back a reply to his letter from the 

ruler of china"' The response from the ruler of China to Yazdajird7s envoy in the letter 

was that "I am truly aware that rulers have to assist [other] rulers against those who 

subdue them ... . Indeed, I do not refuse to dispatch an army to you first stretching from 

Merv to the end of  China, but I do not know if this is appropriate for me.. . . Make peace 

with them [Arabs]. Do not argue against them as long as they do not stir you up.773' This 

refusal of milita~y aid to the Persian king reflects the early foreign policy of T'ang China, 

which was to avoid direct military involvement in any dispute outside the Tadm basin as 

long as China was able to secure its trade routes and control of the whole region in 

Eastern ~urkistan.~" 

The most significant account which ~ a b a z  gives us is the conversation between 

Yazdajird's envoy and the ruler of China. The envoy of Yazdajird said that the ruler of 

China asked him what manner of men were these Arabs, what were their habits, their 

religion, and the character of their leaders. As ~ a b G  related, "the ruler of China asked 

what they [Arabs] said to them [Persians] before they wased war against them." The 

envoy replied that "they called upon us to choose one of three things: either their religion, 

30 ~ a b &  vol. I, p. 2690. In Islamic times, the famous court o f  the Skihian kings known as the AMmz Kisra. 

called today the Taq ofKisra or Chosroes. See Frye, 7 k  Gofderr Age of Persia, p. 8. 
31 ~ a b a . ,  vol. I, pp. 269 1-2693. 

3' For more discussion of T'ang's early foreign policy see P. A Herbert, Ui&r /he BrilIiu~it Emperor= 

Imperial Authoricy in T'cuig Chirla as Sew i'r the Writiqp of C h r g  Chirc-hrg, Canberra: Australian 
v 

National University Press, 1978, pp. 66-86. 



-a for if we comply with them, they will treat us as equal: paying jQu (poll or head tax) 

with protection; or resorting to warfare."j3 it is obvious that this account written in 

Arabic by ~ a b a g  records the earliest knowledge of IsIam by the ruler of China through a 

Persian envoy. 

One thing which may catch our attention is that ( % i z r  7"ung Shrc also informs us that 

in 651 the Caliph 'UthmZn had dispatched an envoy to the T'ang court." This year of 

651 normally has been deemed as the first diplomatic contact between the two empires 

and the first entry of Islam to China. An issue we must consider here is, why at this 

particular time did the Caliph 'UthmZn send an envoy to T'ang China. Although the 

Chinese sources do not specify the purpose of this embassy to China, only two reasons 

seem likely. One can assume that by sending this Arab envoy to the T'ang court, the 

Caliph 'Uthm5.n might have tried to persuade the Emperor Kao-tsung not to provide any 

support for the Persian rebels, in particular after the demise of Yazdajird in 651, and to 

ask the Tang court to recognize the Caliphate as the  only legitimate rulers who had 

already replaced those of the SZs5nians. We see that this envoy, in the presence of the 

Emperor Kao-tsung, announced that "the House of T~-shih had already reigned thirty- 

four years and had had three kings."j5 Another possibility is that this envoy might have 

proposed to Wrm an Arab-Chinese military alliance against their common foes-the 

Western Turks because the Turks had become the primaty obstacle to their expansion in 

Central Asia. Nevertheless, the T'ang government continued to support the Persian rebels 

- - - 

33 mG v01. I, p. 269 1. 

34 Liu Hsu, "Ta-shih (Arabs)'' in Chrr Thug Shrr, Lieh-chuan 148. 
.-- 

35 Ibid- 



-a by nominally recogizing F a i G  as the legitimate ruler ofthe Skinians after the death of 

Yazdajird, but without giving him any direct military assistance. Soon Fain2 established 

himself in Zarang, but again he was defeated by an expedition under the leadership of 

'Abd al-RWiin b. ~amura." Fair& was forced to seek refuge in the T'ang court and 

died there in 672." After the death of F a i a  the Emperor Kao-tsung recognized his son 

Narses (in Chinese Ni-Niulzelz) as the king of Persia under the protection of Imperial 

T'ang. He stayed in Tukharistan for 20 years and tried to rally the support of his fellows 

for the revolt against the Arabs. Having failed in his objective, and most probably again 

harassed by the Arabs, he retired to China in 707 and died two years later? 

The dissension between -AI: and Mu-5wlyah temporarily halted the onward 

expedition of the Muslims. However, the Chinese continued to retain and even strengthen 

their influence in Farghina and Transoxiana. The Chinese sources even lead us to believe 

that the Emperor Kao-tsung had now stretched into western Central Asia as far as the 

eastern border of Persia, in particular after the T'ang army subjugated the Western Turks 

in 657.39 After the establishment of the Umayyad dynasty (66 1-750), the Arabs resumed 

36 This episode is not confirmed by rhe Arabic sources. The Chinese sources add that Faink was supported 

by the army of Tukharistan and he was reinstated as the king of Persia. CE Liu Hsu, "Po-ssu (Persians)" in 

Chi11 Tbtlg Shrr, Lieh-chuan 148; Shaban, 7 7 7 ~  'A bh&d Rc~~dririot~. pp. 27-28. 

3 7 ~ i ~  HSU, "PO-ssu (Persians)"in Chiu T hrg Shtc, Lieh-chuan 145 

" Kid. 

"g'ang Emperor Kao-tsung had used his forces against the Western Turks thrice: in 65 1 : 655 and 657. Finally 

between 657 and 659 General Su Ting-fang conquered the Western Turks. Their territory was officially 

announced by the Tang court under the Chinese rule. See Zhi-Lai Wang, .fotig-Yc~h-Shih (History of Central 

Asai), Beijing: China Social Science Publisher, 1980. p. 207; Rene Groussef 73e Enpire of the Steppes, p. 

1 14; E Chavannes, L)octmre/rts sirr /r.r. Torikitie (fires) Occic/L.trrratr.u. p. 208. Despite this kct, Bechvith does - 
not believe that the T'ang Chinese were able to impose a uni@ing rule over the Western Turks, even though 



* their interests in expanding into Central Asia. For the t in t  time, t h e  Arabs tried to carry 

their military campaigns to the iand called by them rZ/fiwurih u I - N C I ~  (that which lies 

beyond the [Oxus] river, i.e. ~ ransox iana) . "~  The early Urnayyad military campaisms in 

KhurZsEn and Transoxiana were temporarily halted by the death o f  the Caliph ~ a z T d  in 

683 and  the civil war (684692) that followed.'" In addition, in China the Emperor Kao- 

tsung also died in 683 AD.. The subsequent political turmoil in the T'ang court made it 

rather difficult for the Chinese to  continue their dominance in Central ~ s i a . "  Taking 

advantage o f  this situation, many small Central Asian principalities trying to free 

themselves from the Arab a n d  Chinese yoke now regained their independence. 

In 705 the Arab army led by Qutayba b. Muslim a l - ~ ~ h i G  who was appointed 

governor of K h u r Z n  by al-Hajjiij b- Y k u f  during the reign of Caliph a l - ~ a E d  (r.705- 

7 13, launched far-flung military campaigns in Tukhanstan and ~ransoxiana .  J3 He 

applied a new poIicy of enlisting the locaI population in the conquered lands to support 

his army.J4 In 705 Qutayba captured Balkh and occupied lower ~ukhar is tan . '~  He led his 

the Chinese claimed to have established T'ang protectorates, prefectures and so on there. See Christopher I 

Becwith, The Tibrtnlt Ernplre i l i  Cerrz~rc~/Aslc~, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, pp. 38-39; 200. 

See V. V. Bart hold, Forrr Smiirs on  the Hismy ofCettrra/ Asia, p. I 1. 
41 For early period of  Umayyad military expeditions to Transoxiana. see Shaban, The 'AbhaSiJ Rrw/itriorz. 

pp. 35-40; Gibb, 7he Arab C u ~ ~ ~ ~ e s t  in Cer~tmlAsio. pp. 15-28. 

''' From 684 to 705AD.. the Empress W u  took the power from old aristocrats and she changed the whole 

official nomenclature and administrative organization. She transferred the normal seat of the court from 

Chang-an to Loyang. During this period the T'ang court took no interests in the political devetopmenr o f  its 

western regions. Cf Jacques Gernet, A Hisrory of C%ii/c.sr Cit*i/iznriotr, translated tiom French by J. R. 

Foster. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp. 257-2523. 

'3 al-~alidhun. I; iritt?r nl-Birkiiir, p. 4 19. 



-* army across the Oxus river to raid the oasis of BukhZrZ. In 706 A D .  his army was able to 

capture the town of Baykand an important center of Chinese trade in the oasis of 

Bukharii [n 709 he  conquered the great Sogdian city-states of ~ukhikiL '%~ 712 he 

marched on ~a rna r~and  with contingents from Khwi i r in  and ~ u k h ~ ~ "  This prompted 

its ruler Ghurak (or king of Sughd) to appeal to the T'ang Emperor Hsuan-tsung (r.712- 

756) for assistance, but Hsuan-tsung turned down his request? He also wrote to the king 

of ShIish and FarghEna for help, but Qutayba forced Ghiirak to surrender, despite the 

intervention of the Turks of Shkh  and the ~ a r ~ h i i n a ~ '  The victorious Qutayba kept 

GhGrak as vassal king, but a strong Arab g-son was installed in the city. Qutayba made 

Samarqand the base for further expeditions against Shkh and Farghana. 

According to Hsin T'ung Shu, in 713 an envoy from Ta-shih, brought horses and a 

magnificent girdle to the T'ang Emperor Hsuan-tsung. This envoy, in the presence of 

Ksuan-tsung, refused to perform the customary kowtow, saying that "ln my country we 

only bow to God (T7ien, or Heaven), and never to a king.'"' Gibb conjectures that this 

envoy must have been sent by Qutayba or al-VajjZj. The purpose of sending this envoy to 

the T a n g  court, Gibb suggests was that after the conquests of those major trade cities 

'' ~ a b ~ ?  vol. II, pp. 1180-81. Gibb divided Qutaiba's military campaigns into four periods see his A d  

Cotrqmsts rtr Crrrrrd Asia, pp. 3 1-32. Shaban. Tlw 2 hbssid Rer~o/r~tiotr. p. 64. 
16 ~ a b a z .  vol. [I, pp. 1188-89; al-~aliidhu; p. 420. Cf. Gibb. Arah Co~tyr~rstx Lr Crtrrral Asia pp- 33-31: 

Shabm 7he 'Abhuiici Rrvo/rrtiorr, p. 65. 
47 78ba.G. vol. 11. pp. 1241-52; d-~algdhun,  p. 421. Cf Gibb. Arab Cotqtresrs it? Cerrfrcrl A-sia p p  44-47: 

Shaban, The 'Ahhirsid Rrvo/rttiutr, p. 69-70. 

" OU Yang-Hsiu, "Ta-shih (Arabs)" in Hsirr T'atrg S h  (New T'ang History. 61 8-906). lieh-chum 146 b. 

d - ~ d i d h u &  p. 42 I .  CE Gibb, Arab C O I I ~ I I ~ S I S  irr Cbrfraf Asia p. 44. 
-- 

so Hsirz T*mzg Shtr, lieh-chum l46b. 
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-a dong the Silk Road, the Arabs were aware of the si~miticance of the close com~nercial 

relations which these cities maintained with China. Therefore, sending an envoy to the 

Tang court possibly promoted trade relations with China as we11 as dissuading the  

Chinese from intervening in the regions." In spite of this assumption, the Arab conquests 

in FarghZna did not come to a standstill. It is said that in 715 Qutayba-s army invaded 

Kashgar, an important garrison and trade city of china." The account which ~ a b a s  

intends to convey is that Qutayba marched first into FarghZna and from there launched an 

expedition to Kashgar with complete success. At this stage he received a request fiom the 

king of China to dispatch an envoy to the Tang court. Qutayba then chose twetve of the 

leaders for this mission- The legend even tells us that the king of China sent formal 

tokens of submission to ~ u t a ~ b a . ~ ~  If this account of Qutayba's military invasion of 

Kashgar is true, then this campaign was the climax of the Umayyad expansion to the 

east? 

Gibb, Arab Cotrquesrs br ('enfrul Ash pp. 49-50 and his The Arab Invasion of Kashgar in A-D. 71 5.' in 

Btdletitr ofthe School of Oriental Sttdies. 1 92 1 -23, p. 469. 

5 2 ~ a b s  vol. LI, pp. 1276- 1280- 

53 For more detail of this missim see Tabari, vol. 11, pp. !276-! XI!  rid Cf Gibb. "The Arab Invasion of 

Kashgar in A.D. 71 5", pp. 369374.; W. Barthold. h - k e s r a ~ ~  dowr rc) f/w hfo~rgol /~nusic)tr, London: Lowe 

and Brydone Ltd., 1968, p. 188. 

54~nfortunate~y the Chinese sources in this regard a; totally silent, but Gibb and Banhold have cast doubt on 

this account from pbari. Gibb remarked that 's report of the expedition of 715 contains a conhsed 

and unreliable tradition. For more discussion see his "The Arab [nvasion of Kashgar in A.D. 71 5", pp. 167- 

474. Barthold argued that the information of the progress of the Arab conquests under the Umayyads has 

come down to us oniy in a shape of semi-legendary tales which are full of inconsistency and chronological 

inaccuracy. He asserted that Qutayba did not actually cross the Chinese border. CF. his firkestatr clo~w ro (he 
U 

hfot~goi /m'c~siotr, pp. 182-1 85. 
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I t  is obvious that Qutayba's conquests in Central Asia posed an imminent threat to 

T'ang on her north-western frontier. But at this critical juncture for the T'ang China came 

the death of the Caliph a!-Walid 1 in 715, who was Qutayba's patron. According to al- 

~aliidhu;, when Qutayba heard the news of the demise of the Caliph al-walTd, he feared 

- - 
the hostility of new successor SulaymSin b. -Abd al-MaIik (7 15-7 1 7)?' Because Qutayba 

had supported al-wal:dd's son -Abd al-'Aziz for the succession. When the Caliph's 

brother SulaymZn gained the CaIiphate, he lost no time in removing Qutayba from his 

post.56 ~aba r?  reports that Qutayba revolted against the Caliph Sulaymiin, but shortly 

afterward he was assassinated by his o m  armyi7 There is no doubt that the downfa11 of 

Qutayba marked the end of Muslim advances in Central Asia for a period of time. 

After the death of Qutayba, the Arabs were losing their control in Transoxiana and 

Farghana. In the eleventh month of 725, taking advantage of the revolt of Qutayba and 

his death, the Emperor Hsuan-tsung dispatched Chang Hsiao-Sung, the National Special 

Supem-sor, and Leu Hsiu-Ching, the Protector-General of the Pacified West to lead an '. 
/ 

army of over 10,000 men to attack Alu~iir (in Chinese, A-leao-ta), the king of Farghgna. 

Alu!Er fled with some riders and asked for assistance from the ~ rabs?  But Chinese 

al-~alidhuri, p. 422; ~ a b a c  vol. II, p. 1286. CE Shabatr. the 'A bb&d RevoIri~ion, pp. 74-75. 
G al-~aladhu;, p. 423. 

57 For his decision to revolt see ~ab&.  vol. 11. p. 1286-96 ank* Cf Shabatr, the Abbisid Rewf~trio~r, pp. 74- 

75. 

'' The name Alu~ir is mentioned in ~ a b a i ,  vol. 11. p. 1440. The Chinese sources tell us that A-leao-ta's 

puppet government was installed by the Arabs and Tibetans. See Ssu-ma Kuang ( 10 19- 1 OM), 7krr chih r img 

chietl, chuan 2 1 1 ;  Gibb. "Chinese records of the Arab in Central Asia" in Rtil/efirr c $ r h  Scjwof of Orietr~d 

S t ~ d i c . .  2(1911-23): 6 L4: D. M. Dunlop. -&Arab relations with Tibet in the 8" and early 9" century A.D." in 
-C 

Islam TetkiXferi Eks~it~rm Dergisi. 5 ( 1973): 304. 



--• sources tell us that Chang captured many cities and regained their control in Farghana. 

Chinese power even made the western countries tremble. Eight kingdoms, inctuding the 

Arabs, Samarqand, and S hash sent embassies with their submission." After this military 

achievement, many embassies to the T'ang court from various principalities of Central 

Asia, sought help against the Arabs. The Emperor Hsuan-tsung rejected all their requests, 

but urged them to continue their struggle against the ~rabs." TT'ang7s foreign policy 

continued to avoid direct military conflict with the Arabs, as long as the Chinese were 

able to secure their four important gam-son cities: Kashgar, Khotan, Kucha and Aksu, in 

Eastern Turkistan. Therefore, actual rebellions against the Arab dominance were 

conducted by the Turks and the local inhabitants. 

In 716, Sul y the chief of the Turgesh tribe came to enjoy a brief space of hegemony 

over the Western ~ u r k s . ~ ~  This is because the Caliph 'Umar I1 (717-720) paid more 

attention to consolidating Arab power in KhuEsEn. He even ordered the withdrawal of 

the Arabs from Transoxiana and undertook no expedition in any dire~tion.~' Nevertheless, 

during the reign of ~azTd II (720-7241, the governor of KhurGan, Muslim b. Saiid, made 

an expedition into Transoxiana and reached Farghiina in 724, but was disastrously 

defeated by the Turgesh and Sogdians in a battle which was cailed "The Day of ~h i r s t . '~ '  

59 %id- 
60 During the ieiyn of Hsuan-tsung (713-755) the Chinese were more sensitive to the Tibetans and the 

Turgesh than that of the remote Arabs. because they were intending to attack T'ang's four gam-son cities. 

For more discussion see Becwith, 77te 77hrmm Empire in C W r i r f n /  .lsiu, pp. 84- 142. 

Gibb. 'Chinese Records of the Arabs in Central Asia". p. 6 15. Banhold. Tirrkesrmr dowr ro the Mongoi 

Invasio~z. p. 1 8 7. 
62 ~abari, vol. 11. p. 1365; Shabm The Abhu3id Rrl~ulrrriotr. pp. 88-90. - # 63 ~ a b s  vol. [I, p. 1471-8 1 .  Cf Shaban, 7?w Ahhakid Rr~dr~iu t r .  p .  106: Gibb. Aroh C O , I ~ C S ~ S  it, C*e,rtru/ 



-* This was a major military setback tbr the Arabs. Afier this campaig, according to ff-sin 

T'ung Shu, in 725 the Arabs sent an envoy Sulayrniin with gifts to the T7ang court? We 

believe that the Arabs may have sought a military alliance against the Turgesh. But it was 

not until the early winter of 735-736 when the Turgesh launched an attack against the 

Chinese garrison cities in Eastern Turkistan, that Hsuan-tsung7s CBmous minister Chang 

Ch'iu-Iing proposed to the court an Arab-Chinese alliance against the Turgesh by saying 

that 'You should secretly order the An-hi  tri-hzi wilitary Governor of the Pacified West] 

to draft 10,000 foreign and Chinese troops; then send someone non-stop to the Arabs to 

plan with them to take the Yabghu, Bedel, etc. roads to enter ~ii~iib'"' We cannot rule 

out the possibility of the existence of an Arab-Chinese alliance at this critical juncture. In 

fact, in 738 the last Umayyad governor of KhurGn,  N a ~ r  b. Sayyar, appointed by the 

Caliph H i s h h  (r.724-743), intended to restore Arab authority over Transoxiana, 

particularly by taking advantage of the disintegration of the Western ~ u r k s . ~ '  In 739 Nasr 

b. Sayyar raided Transoxiana three times, eventually killing Kuryil, a Turgesh leader!' 

On the other hand, the Chinese also endeavored to make use of the fa11 of the Turks to 

assert their authority in Transoxiana. In 739 the Chinese army aIIied with the kings of 

Tashkent and of Farghsa and led by Kai Chia-yun, defeated the Turgesh and killed Su- 

Asia, p 66. 
6.1 Hsh T a ~ l g  Shu, Hsi-yu leih chuan 146b. 
65 CF. BecLw-th, The Tibefatr Empire itr Cetrrra/ Asia. pp. 1 1 2- 1 13. Suyab in Chinese Sui-yeh is on the Chu 

River. 

" Shaban. the '-4bbaSid Revohition. p. 127. In 737 the western Turks feil into factionalism. The Black 

Tursesh led by Su-lu showed extreme hostile to the Yellow Turgesh led by Kul Cur. See Hb-it? T'atrg Shu: 

TIwkish leih chriarr. I 40 b. - -. " ~ a b a c  vol. 11, p. 1688. 



IU? Under these circumstance, after the pacification of the Turgesh, the two empires 

were brought ever closer on their frontiers. An issue that then tested the wisdom of both 

sides was how to partition their spheres of influence in Central Asia. Unfortunately, in 

751 the two empires resolved the issue on the battlefield on the Talas River. 

In 747 T'ang's Assistant Protector General, Kao Hsien-Chih, was campaigning in 

Farghka in order to re-establish Chinese authority there. His mission was very successful, 

but in 750 Kao himself became very reckless and mishandled the local affairs of 

Tashkent (a l -~hikh) .~~ The ruler of Tashkent submitted to the Chinese, but in violation of 

his promise to keep him in power, Kao Hsien-chih put the king to death and plundered 

the city. The populace was incensed by the actions of the Chinese, and the son of the late 

king sought the assistance of the Arabs. Kao and his army were defeated disastrously on 

the TaIas ~iver." Ibn ~ t h &  in his book al-~rr~nilfi-rl-ra i-ikl? also recorded this event and 

stated 

&In A.H. 133 [sometime in August, 750 to July, 75 1 A.D.] tkhshid of Faghiinah and the 
king of al-Sh5sh [Tashkent] quarreled. l'khshid asked the help of the king of China (mcrlik 
a/-$%), and he helped him with 100,000 fighting men. They besieged the king of al- 
ShEsh. He surrendered to the king of China, and he (se-the king of China) did not address 
himself to do evil to him and his companions. The news reached AbG Muslim, and he 
sent to fight them Ziyiid b. Silih. They met at the river of T a r k  The Muslims overcame 
them. They killed of them about 50,000 and took prisoner nearly 20,000. The remainder 
fled to ~ h i n a . " ~ '  

This battle was very significant in world history because the future impIications for 

Hiin T'ang Sh: Turkish ieih ch~an. I4Ob. 
69 I b id .. Riograp/v of KOO Hsiett-('hiit leih chlian. 60. 

'O [bid., and Hsi-yu Iieh c h u m  146b. 
7 1 [bn a l - ~ t h k ,  ~01.1.. p.449. This translation is quoted from D. M. Dunlop, --A new Source of Information on 

the Battle of Talas or Atlakh" in Urd-Ahaiche Jahrbr~cher 36(1964): 327. 



the Chinese were very serious, having left the Arabs in a strong position from which to 

extend their influence over Central Asia, This battte also marked the end o f  Chinese 

control over Central Asia and the trade routes and the beginning of Islamic penetration 

into the region. As Barthold remarked "it [the battle of Talas] is undoubtedly of  great 

importance in the history of Turkistan as it determined the question which o f  the two 

civilizations, the Chinese o r  the Muslim, should predominate in the land."" 

Moreover, fiorn the cultural perspective, this battle contributed to the Arab cultural 

renaissance in the 'AbbGid dynasty- As mentioned above by Ibn ~ t h k  following the 

battle ZiyZd b. Siilih captured a great number of prisoners, around 20,000,~~ which 

included the soldiers and the civilian Chinese population of  the small local colonies. 

~ha ' a l i b i  (961-1038) related that among the Chinese prisoners captured by the Arabs and 

brought to Sarnarqand, were some artisans who manufactured paper.74 Thereby, the 

complete technique of  Chinese paper manufacture was now passed to Samarqand. 

~ha'al ib? said that paper became an important export commodity for the people of  

Sarnarqand. Its value was universally recognized and people everywhere used it7' This 

skill of  paper making was then introduced into the Muslim world. Before the end of  8" 

72 Barthold, Twkstan down to the Moirgoi Iirvasion, p. 1 96. 

The narrative of the Arabic historian is probably somewhat exaggerated. for the Chinese historian Ssu-ma 

Kuang in his book Tzu chih I ' I I I I ~  chietr. ch. 216, gives us the number of this miIitary alliance which consisted 

of the Chinese and foreigners as 30,000. Most of them were killed and only zeveral thousands spared. For 

more discussion of the battle of Talas, see Shou-Yi Bai. "A Specid Talk about the Battle of Talas and the 

Early Chinese records sources about Islam" in Yk-K~iirg 1 1.5 (1936): 57-77. 

" al-Tha%lib<, The Lcgdfai-ltfn'iirif. p-2 18 and refer to the Eng!ish translation with introduction and notes 

by C. E. Boswo rth The Book of Ctiriom aid  Ei wrrairtitg /I formarioir: me Lqii'b--a/-/-Ma 'c?rifof 77ta 'a7ibi, 

Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1968, p. 140. 



century Baghdad saw its first paper-rn ill ." 

Furthermore, among those prisoners taken by ZiyZd b. SZlih, was one called Tu 

Hwan who was brought to Arabia in 751 and in 762 sailed back to Canton from Kufa 

through the Persian GuIf aboard a trade ship- Living in Arabia for some 12 years, he was 

very familiar with Arabia. He wrote about all his adventures a book titled . I i q  Shing C'hi 

(Traveling Records) which was a faithful reflection of the social and religious conditions 

of the Arabs. This book becomes the earliest Chinese record with regard to Islamic 

teachings. Unfortunately, the book has been lost, but part of it was recorded by Tu Yu 

(735-812) in his book T'ung T'ien. whereby we learn of some marveIous content of ./ing 

Shing Chi. A passage which Tu Hwan described some Muslim religious and moral 

principles and exhortations, says 

"The women cover their faces when they go out- No matter how poor or rich they are, 
each day they must worship God five times. Drinking is forbidden and there is no 
amusing music. There is a mosque which can accommodate tens of thousands of people 
and every seventh day the king comes to worship and preach by sitting on the high seat 
and saying that 'Life is very difficult and the ways of Heaven are inscrutable. It is a great 
sin to commit the following crimes: adultery, robbery, deception, and putting someone in 
danger for your orvn safety, as well as plundering and abusing the poor. Those who are to 
be killed in the battlefieId will go to the Heaven. Those who kill their enemies will be 
blessed abundantly.' According to the Ta-slzilt law, they never eat the meat of pigs, dogs, 
donkeys and horses. They never worship the king or their parents. They don't believe in 
deities and ghosts and they worship God only."77 

3. Arab Sea-power and Trade with T'ang China 

Before the advent of Islam in the 7'h century, the Chinese sources reveal that the 

Chinese merchants had been engaged in sea trade with the South-East states along the 

'' bid.  
76 CE P. K. Hitti, H i s f o ~  offhe Arabs. London: MacmiIIan & Co Ltd., 1958, pp, 344-347. 



-a coast of the South China Sea for many cent~ries.'~ The earliest record of ofEsshore 

navigation towards the South China Sea appears in Hun Shu, which says that since the 

time of the Han Emperor Wu-Ti (B.C. 140-87) the South-East Asian sailors had come to 

trade with the Chinese coast.79 In addition, Hou Hun Shu mentions that "Ta-Chk [the 

Roman Empire] traded with An-hsi [Parthia] and Tian-chu [India] by sea, for the profit 

was ten-fold ... Its emperor always wanted to send envoys to China but Persia used 

Chinese colored silk goods to trade with them [the Romans]. Thus they [the Romans] 

were blocked by the Persians and could not reach China. [t was not until the ninth year of 

the Yen-hsi during the reign of Huan-Ti (i.e. 166 A.D.) that the king of Ta-Ch'in, An-Tun 

Narcus Aurelius Antoninus] dispatched an envoy to China via Jih-nan p. Vietnam] by 

sea and offered ivory, rhinoceros horns and tortoise-shell. From that time dates the direct 

intercourse with this co~ntry."'~ Thus this indicates that there was an international trade 

between the Roman Empire and India and Persia in the second century and the Persians 

were at this time interposed between Rome and China and monopolized the sea trade. 

Despite these claims, there is no reliabIe evidence showing that the Chinese merchants 

had come directly to trade with the Persians by sea at the time. The major trade with the 

71 Tu Yu (735-812), T'mg Tien (Reservoir o f  Source Material on Political and Social History). ch. 193. 
78 More discussion of the early period of China's maritime trade with South-east Asia please see Gung-wu 

Wang, "The Nanhai Trade: A Study of  the Early History of Chinese Trade in the South China Seam in ./olcrr~crl 

of the 12fa/njcz11 Brarrch ofthe Royal Asiaric Socieh 3 1 -2 ( 1 958): 1 - 13 5; Nansheng Z h a n ~  & Xian'en Ye, 

"Guangzhou and the Maritime Silk Road" in Socia/ Scierzces irt Chirra. 13.2 ( I  992): 19 1-2 14; Ch'eng-Chun 

Feng, Chlolg Km Nrrr Ymg Chiao Timg Shih (History o f  C hinese communication with the South-east Asia), 

Taipei: Taiwan Shang wu yin shu kuan, 1993, pp. 1-40 and Chen Yan, "On the Maritime Silk Road" in Social 

Scic.rrce in Chitla, 4. I(ISS3): 155-183. 
79 Pan Ku (d.92 AD.), Hart Shzf (History of the Han Dynasty, 208 B.C.-8 AD,): Geography, ch- 28b. 



-* Persians still went by the overland Silk Road. [t was not until the fifth century that the 

Chinese Buddhist monk, Fa-hsien (ca, 334-? j, who traveled and studied in Central Asia 

and South Asia for some 14 years, left Ceylon in 4 13 by boarding on a Iarge merchant 

ship which carried more than two hundred souls and used the monsoon to reach the 

Canton of china." His travel account does demonstrate that the Chinese merchants by 

the earIy fifeh century had come to trade with South Asia as far as Ceylon. Cosmas 

IndicopIeustes, the Greek traveler who visited Ceylon in the early sixth century, stated 

that the Persian traders were aIready much in evidence in Ceylon in his time. He recorded 

that the Persian traders went to Ceylon to exchange goods there with merchants who 

came from the remote countries, including china." Therefore, we may conclude that in 

the sixth century A.D. Chinese and Persian merchants must have met regularly in Ceylon 

for the exchange of their products. Despite the lack of records for any direct contact by 

sea between Persia and China, whether commercial or diplomatic, by the end of the 6" 

century, Hourani assumed that "It is probable that Persian ships were sailing from al- 

UbuIIah (Apologus) to China before islam, and it is less probable but possible rhat 

Chinese ships were reaching the Persian ~ u l  E'?'' 

During the time of the SGZnids, when both sides of the Persian Gulf were under 

!m Fan Yeh, Hou Hun S h  (History ofthe Later Han Dynasty, 25-220 AD.): Ta-Ch 'iir chr~arr, ch. 1 18. 

'' Ch'eng-Chun Fen% C h z g K t ~ o N o , ~  IbrrgChiac T'i./tgShih. pp. 21-28. 
82 Cf G-RTibbetts, "EarIy MusIims Traders in South-East Asia" in Jorrrrta/ of /he hfa/ayatr Brmzcft of fhle 

Royal Asiaric Sociqt. 1 957, pp. 6-7; George F. Hourmi, Arch Senf~rii~g irr r/re Itz~Iintr Oceai~ iir AIIC~L'III ard 

fir& Medieval fimes. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1995, pp. 40-4 I .  

Hou-, Arab Seofnrg. pp. 41 and also his article "Direct Sailing Between the Persian Gulf and China in 

Pre-Islam Times" Jot~rrmi of the Royd Asiatic Society, 1 946, pp. i 5 7- 1 60. Cf Patricia Crone, Mecca~t 7 i r d  

artd rhr  Rise of Lslanr, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987, p. 40. 



* their control, all shipping certainly was under Persian domination, particularly by about 

570, when the Persians had military colonies in Bahrayn, -Urnin, and the yemen? It is 

not known what effect this had on Arab shipping; but it is possible that independent Arab 

ship owners would be discouraged, or  even prevented from engaging in any important o r  

profitable commercial activity. After the overthrow of the SGZnian dynasty, Arab traders 

may again have participated in maritime trade, but it would be some time before Arab 

shipping could become important enough to replace or  even enter into competition with 

the Persians- For instance, from Chinese sources, we find that I-tsing (635-713), a 

Buddhist monk, in 671 took a Po-ssu (Persian) ship a t  Canton to embark for the south 

along the South China S e a  The ship then camed him to ~urnatra.~ '  Obviously, during the 

early Umayyad dynasty, the Persian traders had arrived a t  Canton. During the early reign 

of the 'AbbZsid dynasty, the Persian traders even appeared in another T'ang trade seaport, 

Ch'iang-tu or  Yangzhou, called later by the Arabs as Q u ? ~ .  A Chinese text indicated that 

in the year of 760 several thousand Arab and Persian merchants were killed in a local 

disturbance at Yangzh~u. '~ Therefore, Tibbetts remarks that --the Umaiyads, however, 

did little to foster trade in the Gulf, so that during the first hundred years of the Arab 

empire, the Persians still dominated the shipping population of the ~ u l f . " ' ~  Moreover, the 

early Tang Chinese still called all traders From the west Po-ssu (Persians), but it was not 

until the r e i g  of  the 'Abbasid dynasty that the term Tu-dzih (Arabs) gradually appeared 

in Chinese annals and later replaced the Po-ssu (Persians) in naming the traders from the 

M Crone, Meccarr Trade. p. 38. 
SZ Ch'eng-Chun Feng, CF11rrrg K~io Natr Yatrg Chiao Tiitzg S'ltih. pp. 37-49; Hourani, iircrh Secflaritlg p. 46. 
R 4  -- Hsitg  T'atrg Shc: f i e ~ ~ .  Shet~-krrtrg, chum 144, and Tulg Chitg-~hat~ chum 14 1 . 



west." 

According to CV/zui  I-*utzg Sim, by the middle of the 8"' century the Arabs at Canton 

had become numerous, because the book records that "In the first year of Chian-Yuan (i.e. 

758) during the reign of Su-tsung, Guanshou [Canton] reported to the court that the Ta- 

shish and Po-ssu together sacked and burned the city. City officials then abandoned the 

city and fled."R9   his account suggests that during the .Abbkid dynasty the Arabs 

gradually gained the upper hand in the maritime trade with China, Furthermore, we have 

already mentioned that in 762 Tu Hwan, who was captured in the Battle of Talas, sailed 

back to Canton from Kufa through the Persian Gulf aboard a trade ship. By this time we 

find that the direct maritime contact between China and the Persian Gulf had become 

more fiequent. Tu Hwan also witnessed the prosperity of the early 'Abbiisid and he I 

\ 

reported "In this city [Kufa] and in the streets and lanes, anything produced on the earth 

is provided. All are gathered from everywhere and goods are plenty and cheap. The 

markets are full of various kinds of brocades and jewelleries, and at1 the streets and 

avenues are full of camels, horses, donkeys and r n ~ l e s . " ~  

The most significant change during the 'AbbZsid dynasty was the transfer of the 

capital from Damascus, from where the Umayyads had ruled for a century, to Baghdad, a 

new city on the west bank of the Tigris. This city was at an intersection of trade routes. 

Baghdad soon developed to be the heart of lslamic civiIization and brought a new 

87 Tibbetts, "Early Muslims Traders in South-East Asia", p. 9. 
88 In the early period of the T'ang .-Ta--shiit " was used to  call the Caliphate regime in Arabia. Gradually it was 

used not merely to identifj. Muslims or Arabs in China but also encompassed Muslims and Arabs at larse. 
PI C'itirr Tbng Shrc, ch. 10. 
90 Tu Yu, T'rrrrg 77m. ch. 193. 



impetus to sea trade to and From the Persian Gulf. yasqiib7, writing in 842, indicated that 

the Caliph Abii Jaifar at-MansGr (754-775) chose the site of Baghdad, because he was 

welt aware of the economic advantages of the location: al-Mansir used to say 

"It is an 'Island' [Jazirah] between the Tip-s and Euphrates ... and a watet-front for the 
world Everything that comes on the Tigris from WGit, al-Bqrah, al-Ahwe FZris, 
'Urnin, al-Yamamah, al-Bahrayn and neighboring places, can go up to it and anchor at it. 
In the same way whatever is carried on boats on the Tigris from Mosul, Diygr ~ab?ah, 
Azerbaijan and Armenia, and whatever is carried on boats on the Eupharates from DiyZr 
Mudar, al-Raqqah, Syria, the Frontier, Egypt and North Afi-ica [al-Map-b], can come to 
this terminus and unload here. It can also be a meeting-place for the people of the 
Mountain [al-JibZlJ and Isfahiin and K G  and ~huriisZn-~"~ 

In addition, ~ a b a s  also stated that al-Mansiir said, Th i s  is a good place for a 

military camp. This is the Tigris river; there is nothing [no hindrance] between us and 

China; everything can arrive to us on the sea...''g2 Before long the fame of Baghdad 

reached the T'ang China, but at the time it was calIed "the city of Fwu" by the T'ang 

Chinese. 

Chinese geographical knowIedge in the eighth century also increased greatly. One 

document of great value has been preserved in the itineraries described by Chia Tan 

(730-805). Though his information about this sea route From Canton to the Persian Gulf 

was entirely second hand, and supplied by foreign traders, possibly the Persians or Arabs 

who frequented Canton and other cities, his report was very accurate and confirmed half 

a century later by the Arab travelers- Chia Tan said 

"Sailing from Canton southeastward for 200 li [i.e.50 milis], they reached T'un-men 

yaLqiib: Kim3 a/-&/daj~, p. 237. English translation quoted fmm Hourani. Arab Srafarg, p. 64. 
91 ~ a b a c  vol. 111, p. 272. For more reference to the foundation of  Baghdad also see G. Le Strange. Baghdad 

J~rring r?w A b bash f Ccdiphte from ~utrrtmrporn~. Arobic nrd Pt.rst7rr Sorrrces, London : Odord University 

Press, 1924, pp. 1 - 14. 



--a SIzun nayu Mountain], and sailed westward for two days till they reached Chzzr-thou 

Shih [ Hainan Island]. They then sailed southward for two days to Hsiung Shh  [Tinhosa 

Island]. Then southward, for three days they come to ( '/m-ptr-luzr Shun [Cham pa]. 

Sailing southward along the east-coast of Vietnam for 200 li and two days, they reached 

Ling Shun [Cape Sa-hoi, north of Qui Nhon of Vietnam], and one more day to hkn-frr 

Kuo [Qui Hhon], and another day to Ku-fu Kuo wa-Trang] and half a day to Pen-to- 

lund d o u  panduranga, now Phang-rang]. After two more days they reached ('ltztn-trl- 

nung Shun pulo Condore], and five days later they came to a strait [Malacca], 200 li 

[i.e.25 miles] from north to south, which the foreigners caIIed 'che'. On the northern 

shore is Lo-yuek Kuo WaIay Peninsula]; on the southern coast is Fo-shih Kuo [Srivijaya]. 

After about four or five days' sailing they reached Hu-ling past  Java]; it is the largest of 

the islands of the south. Then westward, coming out of the strait, after three days, they 

reached KO-ko-seng-chi [the west coast of the Malay Peninsula], which is an island 

separated at the north-east point from Fo-dziir, and whose people were pirates and cruel; 

sailors dread them. On the northern coast is KO-lo Fedah in Arabic Kalah] and to the 

west of KO-lo is KO-kt& [in Arabic Qaqula?]. Then continuing westward from KO-ku 

seng-chi for four or five days, they reached Sheng-teng chou [Deli of east coast of 

Sumatra], whence after another five days' voyage they came to Po-lu Kuo paros] and 

another six days' journey to Ch 'ien [an chou micobar Islands]. Then northward, and 

after four days they reached Ceylon; its northern coast was 100 Ii from the southern coast 

of India Thence they sailed westward for four days to Mo-lui Kim [Quilon], which was 

India's southernmost territory. Then they headed northwest passing more than ten small 

countries, and they reached the west coast of Po-lo-men [southern India]. They sailed 

north-westward for hvo days to P~ry-~vzc Kuo @roach, near Bombay]. Then going ten days, 

and passing five small countries on the western territory of India, they came to Ti-yu Kzm 

Karachi], in which country was the great river Mi-lun [in Arabic MihrZn], and also 

called the Hsin-fou [Indus or Sindhu] river.. . From Ti-yzc Kuo, turning westwards for 

hventy days, passing more then twenty small countries, they reached Ti-lo-h-ho Kzro, 

aIso called Lo-/to-i [possible 'Urnan coast]. The people of this country had set up 

ornamented pillars in the sea, on which at night they place torches so that people 

traveling on board ships at night shall not go astray. After one more day's voyage, they 

reached Wklu kzco [al-Clbullah]. Now the Fu-li-la river Euphrates] of the realm of the 

Tu-.s/zilz flows southward into the sea and the crews embarked on a lighter craft for the 

journey on it for hvo days to A4u-lo Kzm Pasra], an important garrison city of the Tu-s/ziir. 



* Following a north-west direction for one thousand Ii [i.e.250 miles], they came to the 

capital city Fu-cu [Baghdgd] of the king hhu-men [A& al-~u 'min&]." '~~ 

This sea route described by Chia Tan linked South-east Asia, South Asia and Arabia to 

China and played a n  important role as a medium which promoted the influence and the 

exchange of material and spiritual civilization among various countries. 

Besides the Chinese testimony concerning the active trade a t  Canton, we have the 

witness of the earliest record preserved in an ancient Arabic manuscript entitled SilsiIul 

ULTWCZ&Z ( The Chain of  Histories), which is a collection of reports on China, India 

and other countries compiled by Abii Zayd al-skiif sometime after 886. This book 

contains an earlier anonymous account which was completed in 851, entitled Aklzhu? ul- 

SL wa a[-Hind (Accounts of China and ~ n d i a ) . ~ ~  The sea route reported in Akhba?, was 

very similar to that described by Chia Tan. Aklrbu? informs us that the boats to China set 

sail from al-%if, where cargoes were generally brought in by small vessels from al- 

- 

93 Hsin T'ang S h :  Geography ch- 43b. For the identification of these countries' locations please refer to 

Ch'eng-Chun Feng, Chmg Kt10 Nmr Yutlg C'hiao Tintg Shih, pp. 32-45; Friedrich Hirth and W.W. Rockhill, 

Chm Jit-ha: His work o ~ r  the Chirresr nrrd Arub Trade in the trrvlfih utrd thirteett C'emrries, etitir/d Chr- 

fmt-chi, Chicago: Argonaut, Inc., Publishers, 1967, pp. 10- 14. 
94 Accordins to S. Maqbul Ahmad. the Arabic text of Si/si/m d-i~mt'~~rikh was first published by Langles in 

18 1 1 and a French translation with a commentary was published by M. Reinaud fiom Pm-s in 1845 under the 

title: Relutio~t des ~o~vagesfairs par I- Amhes er k s  Per-scrtrs dam / * h ~ d .  el a /a (71it1e. [n 1922, Gabriei 

Ferrand published a French translation under the title fbyage dn Marchand Arab Strlqmujr t?ri hdr rr en 

Chitw. In 1948. M.  Jean Sauvaget published a fiesh Arabic text with a French translation and a commentary. 

Based on Sauvaget's Arabic text, MaqbuI Ahmad issued his English translation and a commentary under the 

title AkhhaF a/&r wa* / -Hid  An Accorrttf of C'hitra mtd irrdia hy Srl/aymai a[-Ta,ir in his book Arabic 

C/~~s.sica/ AccCot~trrs of fticlin mrd Chirtcr. Calcutta: Indian lnstitu te of Advanced Study. I 989. Aklthar a/-,~&r 

1t.a a/-Hind has been attributed to a merchant Sulaymin whose name is mentioned in it. but Hourani argues 

that there is no good reason to say so. See his Arab S'ufaric~g. p. 63. 
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-a Bqra and then loaded onto the large Chinese boats. Sailing down the Persian GulF, the 

boats passed 'Umiin, crossed the Indian Ocean for Kclam (Quilon) Malay and finally 

arrived at a major China seaport in Canton, known by the Arabs as KhGZfii " In ilk/zhuF 

an Arab merchant called Sulaymiin also related that K/rclSlf-was the meeting place of the 

Arab merchants. It is extremely difficult to determine to what extent the maritime trade 

existed between the Arabs and the Chinese of T'ang. Nevertheless, as we can perceive 

that there must have been a large scale business operation by the Arabs in China, because 

the T'ang government also exercised particularly stringent control over the especially 

lucrative overseas trade. At the port of Canton, the chief gateway for trade with 

foreigners, there was a special oficial in charge of maritime trade affairs. According to 

Li Chao, a Hanlin scholar and a scribe during the Yuan-Ho period of Shian-tsung (r.806- 

821), a Shih-po slzih (Commissioner for Trading with Foreign Ships ff7fi@@) was 

responsible for the registration of foreign merchants' names and their cargoes, the 

collection of taxes, and monopoly of precious and rare foreign goods.w This does 

correspond with what was reported in Akhbu?, which states: 

"When the sailors enter [China] from the sea, the Chinese hold their goods and store 
them in the [customs] sheds and guard them securely for six months, until the last sailor 
arrives. Hence, three tenths [of the goods] is taken [as a duty], and the remainder is 
handed back to the merchants. Whatever the ruler (d-Sz&%) requires, he buys at the 
highest price and pays immediateiy, and does not act unjustly"" 

95 For more detail of this sea route see S. Maqbul Ahmad, Akhbe, pp. 38-40; Hourani, Arab Sesfari~rg pp. 

70-72 
96 Chao Li, T'ang Km-Shih Pu. Tsin-tai Mi-shu ed., Ch.3. p. 22b. His work recorded facts of the period fiom 

71 3 to 824. 
97 Translated fiom M. Jean Sauvaget's Arabic te.xt, p. 16. See his Ahhar as-Sin wu fVHillJ. Rrlariatr Je la 

Utitre et Je / '/I&, Paris: Les Belles Letters. 1 948. Also see Ahmad, Akhh&, p. 46; Hourani, Arab Senfarit~g, 
- 

p. 72. 



One of the most striking features of great social transformation in the ninth centurq- 

of T'ang is the enormous expansion of  trade, and accompanying this the growing 

complexity of commercial centers and progressive urbanization. We witness duting this 

period the emergence of many commercial centers along the maritime trade route." 

Therefore, the Arab-Chinese trade also increased considerably and it was impossible to 

confine the trade to the singIe port of entry at Canton. The foreign merchants must also 

have met at other Chinese seaports on the southeastern coast, which made Quanzhou, 

Yangzhou and other southern posts so famous. The ninth century Arab geographer f in  

Khurdidhbih (850-9 11 AD.) in his book Kiru3 d-hfasdik wu d-Mumu?zk mentioned a 

list of the Chinese seaports. He reported 

"'From Sanf [Champa] to a l -~a$n  [or ~ i i ~ & ,  Hanoi], which is the first port of China, is 
one hundred farsakhs either by sea or by land. Here you find excellent Chinese iron, 
porcelain, and rice. You can go on from al-waq%, which is a great port, to K h a n 6  
[Canton] in four days by sea, or in twenty days by land. Khinfii produces all sorts of 
h i t s  and vegetables, wheat, barley, rice, and sugar-cane. From Khan6 you arrive in 
eight days at Khiinqii [Quanzhou], which has the same productions. Thence to Q6nfii 
[Yangzhou or Chiang-tul, six days, also having the same productions. In all the ports of 
China you find a great navigable river affected by the tide. In that of Qiintii there are 
geese, ducks, and other fowl.. . China includes three hundred prosperous and famous 
cities.77gg 

98 For more analysis see Denis Twitchett, "Merchant, Trade and Government in Late T'ang" in Asia Major 

14 ( 1  968): 63-95; Zhenping Wan% "T'ang Maritime Trade Administrationn in Asia hf~yh- 4. I ( 1  990): 7-3 7. 
99 Quoted fiom Henry. Yule. Cathay arzd the Wq nither. p. 135- 136. Note that I have replaced Yule's 

translation "Sanf", 'u-w&, and "Kantu" with the Arabic transiiterations respectively. For the Arabic text 

see Ibn Khurdadhbih, Kifc13 c~/-!!Masdik wi c~i-blurn~~Zik. ed. M- J. DE GOWE, coll. BiMorhecc~ 

Geographomm Arabicurzm. 6, Leyde, Brill, 1889, p. 69. For the identifications of these cities see So Kee 

Long, "Developments in Southern Fukien under the T'ang and the Min" in .hrmmd of tlze ilmericm Or;wfa/ 

Society 115.3 (1995):447 and Edwin 0. Reischauer. "Notes on Tang Dynasty Sea Routes" in Hanard 
-' 

Jowr~nl of Asiatic St~~dies  5 ( 1 940): 1 43. 
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4. Early Musl im Settlement in T'ang China 

During the T'ang period, numerous foreigners lived and established their home in 

China. They settled not only at China's major seaports but also in the T'ang capita1 

Chang-an through overIand travel. According to Tzu chi/' I 'ung chierr. a Iarge number of 

Arabs entered China as a result of the rebelIion of the Turkish Genera1 An Lu-shan 

against the emperor Hsuan-tsung in 755.'" The rebellion forced the emperor to withdraw 

all the Chinese troops from the north-west, leaving only small garrisons to maintain local 

order. The removal o f  the huge garrisons from the north-west put the Chinese dominions 

in Central Asia at the mercy of the Tibetans and of the Uighurs. When An Lu-shan 

prodaimed himself emperor in 756, the new TTang emperor Su-tsung (r- 756-762) 

decided to appeal for aid from the Uighurs and the various kingdoms in Central Asia It is 

said that the Caliph Abii Ja'far al-Mans% (754-775) had dispatched an embassy, 

accompanied by auxiliary troops to China. The Uighur and other western troops also 

joined the Arabs, and the rebels were completely defeated in 757. But the foreign troops 

"remained in Chang'an a Iong time, some as long as over forty years-.. They settIed and 

built their property; they possessed fields and houses; they numbered around 4,000."'~' It 

is impossible to determine the exact number of Arabs who participated in suppressing 

100 Ssu-ma Kuang , Ttlr chih r 'rrntg chirrr. chum 225 and T'ang jih 48. 
101 Ibid. AIso see Broomhall, Ls/arn it1 Chi~rrr. p .  26 C!,-de Ahmad Winters. Idrm irr rhe Pc.op/e 'A- Rrpih/ic of 

China, Hong Kong: Asian Research Service, 1979, p. I I; Qicheng Ma "A brief Account o f  the Early Spread 

o f  Islam in China" in .Socio/ .Sciertces in C'irim 3.4 ( 1  983): 99. According to historical records, the number o f  

these foreign troops is 4,000. There are no grounds to accept the exaggerated number ~ i v e n  by Haji Yusuf 

Chanze. He says that the Caliph al-Mansur sent an army of 20,000 or even 100,000 Muslim soldiers from 

Arabia and Central Asia to  help China- See his "The Hui (Muslim) Minority in China: .4n Historical 
J 

Overview" in Jor~rrrd /tr33ri~~rre of M~i.diin ,%4+1ori{~ Affairs, 8- t (1 987): 63. 



.a this rebellion, but these 4,000 foreign troops must have included the Arabs. 

The increasing frequency of commercial intercourse also brought more foreign 

residents to China, and the government implemented very dose surveillance over the 

movement of merchants- Nobody could travel without official credentiak or documents 

issued by the T'ang government- One document contained personal data and another 

contained a description of the money and the merchandise camed by the traveler."" 

Akhbu? reports that "It is incumbent upon everyone living in China whether they be its 

residents, Arabs or anyone else to trace back their origin to something for 

identifi~ation."'~~ In addition, during the T'ang period some foreign residents, also called 

the furz-ke(%g)or fun-hu(&!Jj). would live among the Chinese, but the majority often 

grouped together and lived in a designated area which in the Song times was called the 

f~(n-fung(~&)~ The foreign ships were called fun-PO(%-a$). An imperial decree of 834 

during the reign of emperor Wen-bung (r. 827-839) stated: 

"The fun-po (foreign ships) from the South Sea come because of admiration for our great 

civilization. Indeed, we must treat them with mercy, so as to excite their gratitude. 

Unfortunately, I hear that for many years the senior oficiak have over-taxed them, and 

the voice of their complaints is said to have reached the foreign countries. I have urged 

you to Live a life of frugality and abstinence. How should we desire curious and foreign 

goods? We must be deeply sorry that foreigners feel uneasy and they are taxed heavily. 

We must show them our lenience; thus we can win their hearts. To the fun-ke (foreigners) 

living in Ling-nan [Guangzhou], Fujian, and Yangzhou, the viceroys of these provinces 

lo2 For more details o f  T'ang regulations for foreigners visiting China see Tb7g Litrh Shzt Yih . ch. 26 quoted 

in Shou-Yi Pai. Chrrrig-Kart C'hioo fitiig Shih (History of Communications in China). Taipei: Taiwan shang 

wu yin shu kuan, 1987, pp. 149- 1 5 1 and Hai-Pyng Shieh, T 'a~rg- Tai Lim -Hwa Wiry- Kko- Reit Kaa- Sit 

(Studies about the Foreigners in the T'ang Dynasty), Taipei: Taiwan shang MI yin shu kuan, 1978, pp. 299- 

1 03 See Sauvaget's Arabic text, p. 19; Ahmad, Akhbcr): p, 49. 



-a should express condolences, and except for the already fixed anchorage-duties, the court- 

purchase, and regular tributes, no additional taxes should be imposed on them, so that 

they can trade with great liberty. 7 7  105 

Under these favorable conditions, foreign merchants were encouraged to come for trade 

and even to settle. One may perceive that there was a large number of Muslim settlers 

during the T'ang period and they lived in the above-mentioned fun-fuizg. Within the jun- 

fang, the religious life of the Muslim residents was unrestricted. Aklzbui illustrates: 

"SulaymZn the merchant states that in Kha>ftc which is the meeting place of the 

merchants, there is a Muslim entrusted by the ruler of China (Sa7tib UZ-sin) with 

arbitration among the Muslims who stay in this region. This is according to the 

instruction of the King of China (Malik U~-S&). When it is a feast day, he leads the 

Muslims in prayer; he delivers a sermon (khurbo) and prays for the SuItlin of the Muslims. 

Indeed, the I ~ Z $  merchants do not contest his authority in his judgment and his 

implementation of law and what is found in the Book of God, the most High and 

Almighty, and the regulations of Islam. Y , I O ~  

Foreign communities continued to grow and prosper in China's southeastem 

seaports until they constituted a large population of these cites, Some even estimate a 

total population of foreigners in Canton alone as high as 200,000.~~~ Silk was still a major 

article of export, but spices and porcelain were also carried abroad. China imported such 

goods as ivory, incense, copper, and rhinoceros horn. But approaching the end of the 

T'ang rule, a most devastating revolt was led by Huang Ch'ao (d.884) which, starting at 

1U-t Ch'in-jo Wang. Tsehjt yuan Krcei, ch. 170. The book is a coIIection of material relating the lives o f  early 

emperors and ministers, which was designed as a guide for government officials. CornpIeted under imperial 

auspices in 10 1 3 by the author. 
I05 Translated from Sauvaget's Arabic rest, p. 7. 
1 0 6  Jacques Gernet, A Hisfury of Chittw Civikariorl, p- 288- Jerry H. BentIey. Old World &tcutit~rers: 

- Cro-ss- Culrtircrl Corrracrs a td  Ercchmge.s irr Pre-hfiderrrl Times, New Yo rk: Olford Lrniversity Press, 1 993, 



-a Shandong province in 875, ravaged the eastern half of China proper for a period of nine 

years. In 878 the rebels captured Canton where, we are told by Arabic sources, they 

slaughtered 1 20,000 foreigners including Christians, Muslims, Jews and Persians, 

because they were "too wealthy."'07 Abii Zayd al-~Yrf in Aklthu? described how brutal it 

was when the rebels besiesed the city of Canton. He says "Then the inhabitants opposed 

him (Huang-Ch'ao) and he besieged them for a while, that taking place in the year 264 

AH- (September 13, 877-September 2, 878), until he triumphed over the city and he put 

all the inhabitants to the sword. And men experienced in their affairs have mentioned that 

he killed 120,000 Muslims, Jews, Christians, and Zoroastrians who lived in this city as 

-108 merchants in it, apart from those killed among the Chinese inhabitants ... A similar 

report appears in hfumi C I I - D I I C I ~ ~ ~  (The Golden Meadow) by al-~as'iid? (896-956): but 

he gave the figure of 200,000 foreigners who perished in this event.'09 ~ t h o u ~ h  these 

estimates may be inflated, they indicated that at the time a s e a t  amount of Arab Muslims 

lived in Canton. ' lo 

After the Huang Ch'ao rebellion, foreign trade was temporarily suspended and 

T'ang central authority was undermined. Its counterpart, the 'Abbkid Empire was also 

- 

p. 87. The number 200,000 may refer to the report by aI-~as ' idt .  
107 For more detaiI about Wuang Ch'ao rebellion see Howard S. Levy. Ric~grctphj ( g N / m / ~ g  (%I 'CIO, Berkeley 

& Los Angeles: University o f  California Press. 196 I. pp. 8-45. 
10s Quoted from the translation in Levy, Riogmphy cfH11mg C'h 'CICI. pp. ; 15-1 16. 

lWal -~as '~d;  il.lrn+ a/-Dhahub VI. ch. 15. p. 164 (Beruit. 1965). 

" O l t  is extreme difficult t o  estimate the numbers of the Muslims who stayed in China prosper throughout the 

T'ang dynasty. But Chinese Muslim, Hajji Yusuf Chang in his study claims that by the end o f  T'ang (907)- 

Muslim population in China should have reached 500.000, but h e  does not cite the sources o f  this figure. See 

his "Chinese Muslim Mobility in S ung-Liao-C hin Per iod  in Jotirrrd h s f i r z ~ r t !  of hfirsfim Mirroriry Aflairs, 5 - 1 



-e facing its own dilemma. Not only was there a g o ~ n g  dominance of Turkish mercenaries 

in the court, but also from 869 to 883 A.D. much of southern Iraq and Khiizistiin came 

under the power of the so-called Zanj rebels. These black slaves who worked in the 

marshes east of &Basra in 871 captured and ravaged this city, a great commercial trade 

center to China. ' I '  Under these circumstances the Arab-Chinese trade entered a period of 

decline. It was not until the Song dynasty that trade between the two sides flourished 

again - 

(1984): 164. 

' I '  Hugh Kennedy, 7hr Prophet and rhe Age ofthe Culiphares: The lslamic M a r  l2srfiurn the Sixfh to fhc 

Elelwrth centmy. London & New York: Longman Singapore Publishers (Pte) Ltd., 1986. pp. 179-1 8 I .  
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11. The  early spread of Islam in Chinese Turkestan 

The penetration o f  Islam into Xinjiang o r  Chinese Turkistan has been related to the 

close interactions of the SZmZnids, Sogdians, QarZkhZnids and the Uighurs, which took 

place while the 'AbbGid and the T'ang empires were on the decline. Despite the fact that 

the Muslim merchants had been engaged in trade along the Silk Road with the Turkish 

peoples living in Chinese Turkistan since Islam had gained the upper hand in Central 

Asia, it was not until the tenth century that the natives of Xinjiang began to convert to 

Islam in large numbers, particularly during the reign of Islamic state o f  the QaGkhiinids. 

In this chapter, we will mainly deal with issues surrounding the origin of Islam in 

Chinese Turkistan, and Islamization in the region. 

I. Decline o f  the Arab and the T'ang Empires 

It is generally believed that during the reign of the Caliph Hiifin at-~ashyd (r.786- 

809) the 'AbbZsid Empire had reached its peak of splendor and prosperity, and the 

decline of the empire's power could be said to have started with his death. Indeed, al- 

~ashTd was the last 'AbbZsid Caliph mentioned in the T'ang annals. Afier al-~ash?d, no 

other envoy was dispatched to the T'ang court from the 'AbbGid Caliphate. Therefore, 

all official contact between the two Empires ended in the time of HiXin al- ashi id."' 

In fact, the decline o f  the 'Abbkid Empire was related to the unwise design made by 

al-~ashTd for the succession. According to his plan. the Fertile Crescent and the western 

"' In 798 a mission which consisted of three envoys from the Caliph Hiinin al-Rashh, arrived at the T'ang 

capital, Ch'ang-an. An alliance was concluded between the T'ang and the 'Abbkids against Tibetan attacks 

in Central Asia. See Chirr T'nrrgSltlr. ieih chuan 145 and Hsilr T'rrrrg.Wrr, Hsi-yu feih c h u m  146b. 



provinces were to be handed to his son al-~m:n who would succeed him first, while 

KhurZsZn and the eastern provinces would go to his other son al-Ma7mGn who would 

enjoy a fully independent position and be the next in line for the succession. But 

immediately after the death of al- ashi id in 809 civil war broke out between the two 

brothers, principally because al-Ma'miin had been deprived of his rights of succession by 

his elder brother al-Arnh With the support of the Khurikinians under the command of 

TZhir, al-Maymiin achieved final success in this power struggle. Nevertheless, the price 

he had to pay was to appoint the Tairids as governors of Khurikgn, whereby they paid a 

fixed amount of taxes to the central government. Although the suzerainty of the Caliphs 

was still recognized by the Tiihirids, they were in fact independent sovereigns with their 

own ruling dynasty which lasted until 873 within the 'Abbiisid domains. ' ' 
More serious however though were internal troubles, which were primarily religious. 

Sectarian movements had flourished since the time of the Umayyads, and partisans of the 

house of'Ali, the Shi'ites, were to be found everywhere in the second half of the ninth 

century. Secondly, replacins the traditional military bases by introducing new elements in 

the guise of the Turkish mercenaries, also had an ill-effect, because later they dominated 

the court. Failing to tackle a series of religious opposition movements and the mistrust of 

their ethnically diverse civilians, as well as failing to solve their economic problems, it 

"3 This civil war has been interpreted as a national conflict between the Persians and the Arabicized Muslims. 

For instance, see D. SourdeL "The ' Abb&id Caliphate" in me Cambridge Hisfoy of /sfam IV/. I: The 

Cnrrrd Islamic Lmrds. eds. P. M. Hoit, Ann K. S. Larnbton and Bernard Lewis. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1970. p. 120. But Bernard Lewis argues that this civil war was more probably a continuation 

o f  social struggles of the preceding period, complicated by a regional conflict between Persia and [raq. See 

his "' Abbasids" in The Ehc_r.ciopaeJicr oflshm, 2nd Ed.. vol. 1, p. 20. 



-m became impossible for the Caliphs to preserve the unity and peace o f  the whole empire. 

Under these circumstances, political fragmentation was inevitable as one by one V ~ ~ O U S  

provinces slipped away from the effective control o f  the ~ a l i ~ h a t e . ' ' "  In fact, the Caliphs 

then were only able to maintain a purely symbolic unity o f  the Mudim community. 

Moreover, the authority of  the ' Abbasid Caliphate was undermined further when an 

Umayyad dynasty in Spain and a FGsirnid dynasty in tfriqi$ challenged the single 

religious supremacy of the 'AbbGids of  Baghdad over the Muslim world.'" By 935 the 

Caliphate had lost control o f  virtuaIly all o f  its provinces except the region around 

Baghdad. In 945 the BGyids took control of Baghdad. The  Caliphs were allowed to 

maintain nominal authority but no longer ruled an  empire- Although the 'AbbZid dynasty 

lasted until 1258, they had lost most of their power. 

In China, during the reign of  Hsuan-tsung (712-756) T'ang's power had reached its 

zenith, At the end of his reign, how-ever, Hsuan-tsung lost interest in the management of 

state affairs under the influence of the concubine Yang Yu-Huan, also called Yang Kuei- 

Fei. The power of the state was then gradually transferred to the hands of imperial 

commissioners (c/zic/z-lu-shilz), otherwise transIated as  'regional commanders' and 

'I4 For more discussion of the breakup o f  the 'Abbkid Caliphate see Marshail G. S. Hodgson, 7?re C'enrrrre of 
Islam l: 7?7r <'/as.srcn/ Age of I s / . ,  Chicago & London: The Chicago University Press. I 989, pp. 473-495; 

David Waines, "The Third Century Internal Crisis of the 'Abbasids" in ./o~rrt~a/ o f f h  I~currornic arrd Socia/ 

H i s / o ~  of the Orienr. 20.3 (1977): 282-306. 

'I5 In 909 the ~sma'% I m k  'trbayd All& who ciaimed descent from F+ima, the Prophet Mutpmmad's 

daughter. was installed as the legitimate ~h i ' i t e  kha6fa. In 929 'Abd al-Rahman 111 of the Spanish Umayyads 

also assumed the title of"Ca1iph" (kho/i&). See Shaban. I.v/amic- His /ov:  -4 1 K w  ltr~e~'pre/o/;ot~ 2 A.D. 7.50- 

10.55 (AX.  132448). p. 19 1 : W Montgomery Watt and Pierre Cachia, A hisforq qfIs/amic Spaill, Edinburgh: 

Edinburgh University Press. 1992, p. 46. 



'military commanders' who ruled within their own military regions ( ~ U I I - ~ ~ I C ~ Z ) ,  and were 

granted autonomous authority to deal with the menace posed by the foreign tribes. After 

the devastating military revolt of An Lu-Shan at the end of 755 in particular. these 

regional military clzie/z-rzi-shih were largely able to I i  berate themselves from the central 

authority and some even established their own hereditary military systems. ' '" This 

development was the cause of the division of the empire and the fa1 I of the dynasty. 

Moreover, in the early 9" century, the T'ang palace armies (chien-cltun)had also 

been expanded. The T'ang rulers, from Hsuan-tsung and Su-tsung (r.756-763) onward, 

respected and favored the eunuchs. During the reign of Te-tsung (780-805), the eunuchs 

were even entrusted with command of the palace armies, and had become the largest and 

most privileged dass in the court- The eunuchs could then render direct influence on 

imperial succession. After the time of Wen-tsung (827-841), they not only came to select 

the heir apparent, but went so far as to assassinate two of the later monarchs as well. 

They also had control over the provinces either by getting general of the paIace armies 

appointed as clzielt-tzdzih in each province or by designating eunuchs to supervise them. 

The alliance of the power of eunuchs with highly independent clzielz-ru-sMz in each 

province, greatly undermined the authorities of the T'ang emperors. 'I7 
, 

116 General An Lu-Shan, who was in sole command o f  three military areas of Fan-yang (Peking), Ho-tung 

(Shansi). and P'ing-lu (Shantung). His father wac a Cogdian and his mother was a Turk. He then competed 

for the post of prime minister o f the  state with Yang Kuei-Fei's brother Yang Kuo-Chung, but he failed. and 

unleashed his military rebeIIion and even proclaimed himself as emperor in 756. His armies captured the two 

major T'ans capital cities. Loyang and Ch'ang-an- But with the heIp of  the Tibetans, the Uighurs and the 

Arabs, the rebellion was put down in 757. See Hsilt T'mg Shn, c h u m  225a.; Edwin G. Pulleyblank, irle 

Bnckgt-o~~~Jofr/w Rebe//iurr offhe Air Lrr-Shnir, London: Oxford Lrniversity Press. 1955. 
1 I ?  Cf. Gungwu Wang, T,e Smctlrre of Power in Norrh ('/ti~ra bring rhr Five Dyra.rtie.s, KuaIa Lumpur 



During the reign of Hsi-tsung (874-888) a severe drought gripped the northern part 

of China- When the central government proved incapable of initiating positive measures 

for the alleviation of the starving civilians, the farmers revolted and began to plunder the 

prefectures adjacent to the Yellow River. The most devastating rebellion was led by 

Huans Ch'ao, a rebellion which later swept through the empire."%cting as more than 

independent provincial rulers, each cllic./t-~u-.dzih was reluctant to provide the necessary 

military aid to the court. In 880 when Huang Ch'ao captured the T'ang capital Ch7ang-an, 

the Emperor was forced to flee to Cheng-tu in Sichuan province. The Emperor Hsi-tsung 

was eager to suppress the rebels and finally called in thousands of frontier horsemen 

under Li KO-Yung, the Sinicized Turks in the service of the T'ang. In 884 A.D. the 

rebeIlion was completely stamped out and the T'ang court was restored, but the dynastic 

authority over the provinces had become weaker than ever. As Jacques Gernet points out, 

the men directly responsibIe for the decline and fall of the T'ang dynasty were the clzieh- 

ru-shih."' Taking advantage of the internal political instability, in about 900 these 

regionai military usurpers or warlords set up separate kingdoms, and a few years later 

they even usurped the title of emperor and founded dynasties. Eventually, they put an end 

to the T'ang dynasty in 907, and the fragmentation of China was to last for nearly a 

century. "' 

University of Malaya Press. 1963, pp. 7-20. 
11s For the fullest account of Huang Ch'ao, see H a l  T'utg Shrr, chuan 22% 

"9 See this author's A hi-smg-of('ltirre.se ('ivilizaric~r?. pp. 266-268. 

'" After the T7ang dynasty. China entered a period o f  chaos. the so-called "Wudai Shipo-'  (the Five 

Dynasties and the Ten Kingdoms). The major five dynasties of North China includes Liang (907-933), Later 
4 

T'ang (923-937), Chin (937-947). Han (947-950) and Chou (95 i-960). Ten Kingdoms were Wu (in Jiangsu, 
a 
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-* 3. Relations of Chinese Turkistan with the Siimiinid Dynasty (875-999 A.D. ) 

The decline of the two empires yielded a good opportunity for the Central Asian 

peoples to seek their own independence. After the defeat at Talas (Tare) by the Arabs in 

751, T'ang China had been geatly diminished in importance in Central Asia. The 

subsequent An Lu-Shan rebellion in 755-763 had shaken the foundations of the empire 

and brought widespread destruction and economic chaos to Northern T'ang China. The 

T'ang government lost direct control over much its frontier territory. The Central Asian 

colonies were graduaIly lost to the Tibetans, Qarluqs. and Uighurs. By the end of the 8'h 

century Chinese Turkistan was under Tibetan domination in the south, east, and northeast, 

while the west and northwest were under Qarluq control. As for the Uighurs, they 

established a kingdom on the Orkhon of Mongolia in 744."' The trade routes to the west 

were impeded by these powerful Central Asian peoples. As a result, the Chinese then 

turned away fiom Central Asia and began to look to their eastern sea-board as offering 

the best hopes for the future, causing the center of economic and political gravity to 

gradually shift towards the east and south-east. 

In spite of the victory of the Arabs at Talas and the withdrawal of Chinese influence 

in Central Asia, the Muslim Arabs achieved little success in converting the Central Asian 

peoples outside the Jaxartes River (Syr Darya) to Islam. In seneral, the areas controlled 

by the Arabs were confined to Transoxiana without going beyond the Jaxartes River. The 

Anhui), Nan T'ang (.Jiang?d), Wu-Yueh (Zajiang). Min (Fujiang). Nan Han (Guangdong & Guangxi), Ch'u 

(Hunan), Early Shu ; Later Shu (Sichuan). Nan P'ing (Hubei) and Pei Han (Shanui). Terr Kingdoms mostly 

-- 
''I Cf. Samol i~  k t  fitrkistatr to the Tweph Cet~trtiy, pp. 68-69. 



a defiance and hostilities towards the Arabs from the Turks who were living outside the 

Jaxartes continued, The Turks even intervened in the disorders occurring in Transoxiana, 

Two major obstacles confronting the Arabs along the Jaxattes were the Qarl uqs and the 

Oghur. At the time of the battle of Talas, the Qarluqs revoked against the Chinese and 

joined the Arabs. They then in 766 occupied the former Turgesh capital Siiyiib, and the 

city of Talas or Ta* (present-day east of DzhambuI). The subsequent implementation of 

pIans for expansion Ied the Qarluqs to dominate the regions of the central and western 

Tianshan? The Oghur in general roamed between the east Caspian Sea and lower 

Jaxartes ~ i v e r . ' ' ~  During the reigns of the HZriin al-~ashTd (786-809) and al-Maymiin 

(813-833), the Muslim Arabs had to send out punitive expeditions against these 

insubordinate Turks, and particularly those who were led by the jabghii (in Chinese yeh) ,  

the military leader of the Qarluqs."" The hostilities of the Qarluq Turks toward the Arabs 

lasted until the SZrnZrtids come on the scene in the time of the decline of the 'Abbasid 

Cahphate. As a matter of fact, the penetration of [slam into the lands beyond the Jaxartes 

achieved some degree of success only under the SZmZnids. 

The SGmZnids emerged in 819 as vassals over different parts of Khurisin and 

Transoxiana to the TZhirids, who had their military and administrative base in ~khshapu~iir, 

'" Hsht T'ang S h :  Uighttr Ieih chziat~ 2 17b. According to Hua Tao, the region From the late 6" century to 

the middle o f  the 8Ih century was dominated by the Western Turks and the Tur, nesh tribe. See his "Central and 

Western Tianshan on the Eve of Islamization" in Jortnld of 4sia~i His/onp 27 ( 1993): 10 1 . 

L'3 Barthold, 7iwkesra)r Jmcw ro tI7e bhtrgol It~\~o-siotr. p. 2 0  1.  Their origin is extremely difficult to trace; for 

more information about Oghuz see P-B. Golden, "The Migrations of the Ogui '  in Arc/tii.~int O/romoiticnn~ 4 

( 1  972): 45-84. Most of  the Turkish slaves during the 'Abb&id Caliphate came tiom the Oghuz. CE Richard 

a N. Frye, Rukharo: 771e MerJir~.cr/Ac/?ict-enici~~, Norman: University o f  Oklahoma Press, 1965, p. I 15. - 1% Barthold, Trrrkcxtan clorwr to (he 1C.forrgoi Invarioir, pp. 20 1 -202. 
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-a where in 830 'Abd Allah (r. 830-845), the master of the TZhirids made his capital. 

According to Bosworth, the TZhirids strengthened the position of the Siimiinids on the 

one hand to achieve the final Islamization of Transoxiana but aIso to ward off attacks of 

the Turks from the steppes. Its perfect location led Transoxiana to becoming a crucial 

international trade area where several leading commercial centers such as BukhZrii and 

Samarqand played significant roles in Eurasian trade.lz5 Thus; putting the Samiinids in 

charge of that province also had the effect of securing a Free flow of traffic and 

contributed to economic prosperity in the region. 

With the breakdown of the TZhirid over-lordship, the SZmEnid N e r  b- @mad was 

acting more as an independent ruler in Transoxiana with his capital in Samarqand. His 

brother 1srna':i b. A l ~ a d  gradually consolidated his own power in Bukhara, and made it 

the new political center of the SZmfinids. Under Ismii'rl's leadership. the Samiinid rule 

began to spread over Khurkiin and other parts of the eastern Iranian world. His 

expedition against the Qarluqs took place in 893, and the SZrniinid armies successfulIy 

captured the city of Talas where they transformed a large Neston'an church into a mosque. 

According to al-~as'iidi. the &'am% of T a r S 7  in fact embraced  slam."^ Another victory 

against the Qarluqs took place in 903, when 1s rn~3  led another military campaip 

I25 C. E. Bosworth. "The Tihirids and Saffarids" in Tl?e Cambridge Hisroty qf Iron 114, ed. R, N. Frye. 

Cambridge: Cambrid~e University Press, 1975, pp. 98-99. 
126 al-~as'iidi. ~Mrmc, vo!. VIII, p. 144; d-~aba; vo!. III. pp. 2 138; Peter B. Golden, "The Karakhanids and 

early Islam' in irhe C'umbrrdge Histoty of Eirrly Innrr Ash.  ed.  Denis Sinor, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1990, p. 352: Frye. "The Saminids" in The Cambridge Hisfor), of / rm  C1-C. pp. 138 and 
V' 

150. 



* against a Qarluq invasion possibly as a response to the Talas attack."' Frye remarks on 

the two military expeditions against the Qarluqs. He says that the ghZz& or warriors for 

the faith were an important factor in SZrniinid success, but their victory azainst the 

Qarluqs did not result in a great extension of the SGrnanid frontier to the north and east. 

In spite of this however, the power of the Simiinids did "at least make frontiers safe from 

raids of Turkish infidels, and enabled Muslim missionaries to propagate Esiam into the 

77  128 steppes. A similar observation was also made by Golden, who says that "the major 

impetus for conversion to Islam, despite the evidence of considerable military activity, 

does not appear to have been the ji/tccZ Rather, Islam penetrated the steppes in a more 

pacific fashion through Muslim merchant caravans and settlers.""' 

In spite of the decline of  the 'AbbGid Empire, in the east the SZmZnids were able to 

achieve a certain political-social stability, cultural renaissance and economic prosperity. 

Under the rule of the SGrnCnids, Muslim merchants were actively engaged in 

international trade. ParticularIy, the Turkish slave trade in the SZminid domains was an 

important source of revenue for both merchants and the state.'" The extent of the 

development of industry and trade during the reign of the SEmZnids can be found in 

~ a ~ d i s i ,  who gives us a list of exports from all directions. For instance, in the east he 

says, 

I 27 Golden, "The Karakhanids and early Islam." p. 352. 
12R Frye, 'The Simanids," pp. 138 and 150. 

[bid.. 353. 

I3O Turkish slaves were very valued for their martial qualities. The Samanid ~ r n k  used them for military and 

administrative service. There was a transit sIave trade to Bazhdad and elsewhere. For more discussion see 

Frye, -The SarnSnids," pp. 150-15 1 .  N i  al-Mulk gave us we[[ detailed information about the training of 



-0 -'... From Samarqand is exported silver-coloured fabrics ($mgiin) and Samarqandi stuffs, 
large copper vessels, artistic goblets, tents, stirrups, bridle-heads, and straps; fiom ~Tzak, 
fine kinds of wool and woolen dothes; fiom Baniikath, TurkistZn fabrics; fiom ShZsh, 
high saddles of hone hide, quivers, tents, hides (imported from the Turks and tanned), 
cloaks, praying carpets, leather capes, linseed, fine bows, needles of poor quality, cotton 
for export to the Turks, and scissors; from Samarqand again, satin which is exported to 
the Turks, and red fabrics known by the hazel and other nuts; from FarghaTna and ~sGiib, 
Turkish slaves, white fabrics, arms, swords, copper, iron; fiom Tar& (Tala), goatskins; 
from Shal~i, silver; from TurkistZn, horse and mules are driven to these places, and also 
from ~huttal.""' 

Before the coming of Islam to Transoxiana, Sogdian merchants from BukhZrZ and 

Samarqand had been engaged in overland trades with the east Beside trade activities, 

they were also the preachers of their culture and religion to different regions. One can see 

a parallel development under the rule of the Simiinids when Islamization in Transoxiana 

was accelerated and Transoxiana became the center of a religious and cultural 

renaissance. Most Sogdian merchants now were converted Muslims and served as the 

mediums for spreading Islam in the steppes. As Barthold points out, only in the 9Lh x 

century under the Caliph Mu'mim (r.86 1-862) did the inhabitants of Transoxiana begin 

to be considered good Muslims. From that time they themselves battled "for the faith" 

with Turkish neighbors. ''' For instance, the Uighurs who established an empire (744-840) 

with a capital city of Karabalghasun in the Orkhon valley, had a long trade history with 

the Sogdian merchants. In the mid- 8" century, the Uighurs allied themselves with 

Sogdian merchants, and they established an overland trade system. The Uighurs and 

Sogdians became important agents of trade and money-lending in the T'ang capital, 

slaves at the S h i n i d  court. See Barthold, Zurkeflcm J m n  to ,he Motipl fiwasiorr, pp. 227-228. 

13' Quo red 60m Barthold, fitrkrstatr down to the Murrgui /irwxio~i. p p .  23 5-236. 
-..- 132 [bid.. p. 2 12. 



- - 
ch'ang-an.'" Under influence o f  Sogdian merchants, in about 762 the ruler of  the 

Uighurs, Mou-yu khiigiin converted to Manichaeism, and thus Manichaeism became the 

state religion of  the Uighurs. In the 9" century the Uiyhurs gradually came to be known 

in Muslim sources as Tughu=g/zu=. The Arab traveler ~ a m T m  Ibn Bahr, who in about 82 1 

A.D. visited the land of  the Uighurs, reported that he journeyed to the country o f  the 

Tughuzghuz of  Kh5qZn and described their capital as "populous and crowded with many 

markets and various trades."13" 

In 840 the Uighurs were defeated by the Kirghiz and retreated from the Orkhon 

region mainly to the west. They then split into two major groups. According to Hiin 

T'ung Slru, one known by the name of  Sari-Uighurs migrated to western Gansu in the 

oasis of Dunhuang where they established a new kingdom. Another group was in the 

central and eastern Tien-shan, an area of  northern Chinese Turkistan at Kara-khoja or 

Khocho which they took from the ~ a r l u ~ s . ' ~ ~  This group continued to be called as the 

'" See Christopher I. Beckwith, "The Impact o f  the Horse and Silk Trade o n  the Economies o f  T7ang China 

and the Uighur Empire: On the Importance of hernational Commerce in the Early Middle Ages" in Jormd 

offhe Ecot~omic a d  Social H i s f o ~ .  offhe Orrerlf. 34 ( 1 988): 1 59. 
13-1 For the Arabic t e a  see Vladimir Minorsky, "~amim Ibn Bahr's Journey to  the  Uyghurs" in jrhe firrks. I ~ U J I  

amlfht! Car~caszrs in rhr Mddk Ages, preface by J. A. BoyIe. London: Variorum Reprints, I978. pp. 278- 

279. There has been some question as to  whether the designation Tughuzghuz really is appropriate to  the 

Uighurs. But in general scholars assume that by this term the tMuslims meant Uighurs. See the same author's 

w o r k  pp. 287-289; Samolin, k t  Trrrkistarr ro the nc.e/frh C'errmy, p. 73. In addition. Minorsky assesses that 

the most reasonable date o f  ~ a m i m ' s  travel to  the Uyghurs is 52 1A.D.. 

13' Hsirr T b r g  Shzr: Hzwi-ho Zei chzra~r. 2 17b: also CF. Golden. -The Migrations of the O y r "  p. 68 and 

EmeI Esin, Arzfecede~zts arzd Dec'elopmetzr oj*B~rdJhisf ar~cfh.l~richea~z firrkish Arr irr Ebstertr Iirrkes~atz at~d 

Kmrstt. Istanbul: Milii Egitim Basimevi, 1 967, pp- I - 1 7. 



Tz~ghz~ghz~ in lslarnic sources.'" They maintained their independence until Mongol 

times. Taking advantage of the decline of the T'ang in the 9" century, the Uighurs 

monopolized the overland trade of Central Asia. They were acting as middlemen in the 

lucrative trade with the converted Muslim merchants from BukhZrC and Samarqand. In 

terms of the traditiona1 commercial links between the Sogdian merchants and the Uighurs, 

MusIim merchants now spread all over the land of the Uighurs and they exerted 

considerable influence on the Uighurs. A passage from uI-Fihrisf by Ibn al-~adirn (d.995) 

informs us that the ruler of the Uighurs in Chinese Turkistan, who was a Manichaean, 

heard that the Siimiinid ~ r n %  Nasr II b. mmad  (914-943) plotted to exterminate 500 

Manichaeans living in Samarqand. Receiving this information, the ruler of the Uighurs 

(called Tughtcghuz by Ibn al-~adym) sent an envoy to give warning and hinted that there 

was a much larger number of Muslims in his domain than Manichaeans in the S5mZnid 

kingdom, and if the SiimZnids persecuted the Manichaeans there, he would slaughter the 

whole community of Muslims and destroy the mosques in his land.'" Finally, the 

Siimiinid ~ m i r  succumbed to the threat of thi ruler of Uighurs and stopped the 

persecution of the ~anichaeans.'" Antagonism against the Siimiinids may have been the 

result of the desire to protect their co-religionists, the Manichaeans. But more than 

anything, this was a strong response of the ruler of the Uighurs to the enormous threat of 

Golden. "The Migrations of the Oguz." p. 68: V. Minorsky. *'~a&rn Ibn B w s  Journey to the Uy~hurs," 

p. 303. 

'" Ibn .Abi Ya'qub a l -~adiq  Kircib al-FihrriFr. English Translation see Bayard Dodge, The Fihrist of 01- 

~ a d m :  A Tenth- Cet1tm-y ofM11sIim Cultwe. vol. 2, New York & London: Columbia University Press, 1970. 

p. 802. 
138 bid., p. 803. 



--a conversion to [slam. 

It was not only the Uighur Turks who have to face the pressure of conversion to 

Islam, but also the QaGkhSnids, who had replaced the QarIuqs and had become the 

neighbors of the SiimZnids, had to tackle the issue. During the r e i ~  of the SrlmZnid Nasr 

fI b. m a d ,  the SiimEnid dynasty reached the zenith of its power- ShGh (Tashkent) and 

Farghana were now part of the SHrnZnid state. The SSrnZnids exerted considerable 

influence as far as Kkhgharia in southern Chinese Turkistan. In addition, religious 

propagandists were sent out into the steppes. For instance, during the reign of Am& 'Abd 

al-Malik (954-96 1)  Abi? al-Hasan Muhammad b. SufjGn al-~alam& from ~ & h i i ~ i i r  was 

active among the Turks, whom we may presume were the QariikhEinid~.'~~ By the end of 

the 10" century Islam had made significant gains in Chinese Turkistan, where the process 

of conversion to IsIam was facilitated, in particular by the influence of the first Islamic- 

Turkish state, the Qarakhanid kingdom. 

3. Southern Chinese Turkistan under the Qarikhanid Kingdom (932- I 165 AD.) 

The warfare between the Qarluqs and the SEimCnids in 893, which saw the capture 

of the capital Talas by the SZm%nid ~ m i r  isrn~'3 b. Ahmad, the subsequent conversion of 

a local church into a mosque, and the capture of a large amount of prisoners, gave an 

early indication of the decline of the Qarluq~.'''~ in addition, the tribal struggle between 

the Qarluqs and the YagmZ for the possession of Kishghar led to their further weakening 

' 39  Barthold, 7krkesrc111 dowr ro the Mongol bvmion. p.255; Frye. T h e  SIrninids." p. 13 8. 
140 al-~as'lid: MrmG, VOI. VIII, p. 144: al-~ab& voi. Ill. pp. 21 38; G o l d e ~  T h e  Karakhanids and early 

- Islam" p.352; Frye. "The Samanids" 77w CmlbriJge Hisrory of Irm I:-/, pp. 138 and 150; Hua Tao. "Central 



and ultimately paved the way for the rise of the  QarSkhZnids during the loLh cent~~ry.'" 

The origin of the  Qarakhiinids, however, remains a mystery. Barthold wrote "We have no 

information on the origin of the kingdom of the Turkish KhHns who put an end to the rule 

of the SZm5nids; even the question to which Turkish tribe they belonged remains in 

dispute."'4' However, Minorsky regards the QarikhZnids as members of the Yag,hmii.'"-' 

Moreover, both Bosworth and Samotin are in favor of the suggestion made by Omeljan 

Pritsak that the Qariikh5nids sprang from the Qarl~qs.'~" Despite the dispute over their 

origin, one thing is certain, namely that the Qarluqs along with the rest of the tribes of the 

region became merged with the QarIikhiinids. 

The conversion of the QarZkhZnids to Islam was much written about in legend. 

According to Barthold, Satiiq Bughrii Kh& (d.955), prince of KCshghar was the first 

QarZkhZnid to embrace [slam. This anecdote was preserved by JamZl ~ a r s h ;  who quoted 

from the History of KuSfzgf~ur m-tten by Abii al-Futiih -Abd al-(;hafir b. Ejusayn a1- 

~ l m a ' i  in the eleventh century.'" The Kashgarian tradition tells us that the Muslim 

ShZnids of Transoxiana were miIitariIy strong, and economicalIy and culturally 

prosperous. It may be said with some certainty that commerciaI intercourse along the 

and Western Tianshan on the Eve of Islarnizatior2" p. 96. 
I 4 1  The Yaghma were a branch o f  Tughuzghuz and they occupied the north-westem comer o f  Chinese 

Turkistan. They also spread north into the Chu and Javartes basins. See ~ ~ d . d n / -  'A/onr,  trans. Minorsky. pp. 

278-250; 2'7. 
142 Barthold. T ~ ~ r k e s ~ m  dmcw ro the Mongol lmasiotr. p.253. 
1 4 3  Hud~idol- 'Ah. trans. Minorsky, pp. 278-280; 287. 
I* For more information see Bosworth, "Ilek-Khans or Karakhiinids' in nrci Et~c~vchpaeu'ia of/slnm. 2nd ed.; 

Sarnolin, Enst Tlirki.~rc~~r to r k  Trcrlfrh CTettfnr_): pp. 76-75; 0. Prisak, '-Die Karachaniden" in Der /s/nm. 

31(1954), 17-68. 



a SZmZnid-QarZkhiinid borders led to the conversion of  the QarakhZnids. It was said that 

the Turks were attracted by the situation prevailing under the SZmZnids and admired the 

commodities provided by the SZrnZnids in the market places. According to al-~lma-7: 

young Satiiq Bughrii Khan and other residents of  Khhghar always went to see the goods 

displayed by Muslim merchants in Artudj or Artux, a town o r  village in the north of 

KGhghar. They were impressed by the Muslim merchants' observation of religious 

activities. Therefore, they grew to honour Islamic culture and customs and became 

Muslims. Satiiq Bughrii Khan then adopted the Arabic name 'Abd al- ark and 

propagated Islam among his people.'& The consequence of their conversion was far- 

reaching. The QarZkhZnids immediately began wars for the faith with other nomads who 

at that time remained pagan, and forced many of them to accept Islam. Satiiq went on to 

attempt to conquer Kkhghar, but this was not completed during his lifetime and he died 

in 955. The completion of  the conquest we must presume to have been carried out by 

SatGq's followers. Ibn AthTr reported that in 960 there were two hundred thousand 

"Turkish tents" which had been converted to Islam. In view o f  this report, Barthold 

suggests that these new proselytes must be referred to as the Turks of  K%hghar.lJ7 As it 

was the city of  Kiishghar soon became an important religious and cultural center of 

southern Chinese Turkistan and it was from here that Islam was spread into the Tarim 

basin- 

-- 

14s Bart hold, 7iirke.rfan dowt~ to the Motgo/ firvmiot~. pp. 1 8 and 254. 
I M [bid.. p.255; Hua Tao, "Central and Western Tianshan on the Eve of lslamization," p. 108 and CE Samoiin. 

&sf TIirXisratr fo the 7itteQX Cmtrrry. pp. 78-79. 

147~mhold. fiirkrsrrtr ra'owr to tire Mutrgo/ Itwasio~,. p. 255 and his article ..K&hghaf7 in n~r 
-- 

EjrqcIopc~edia of klatn. 2"6 ed.. and Cf Golden. T h e  Karakhanids and early islamvT p. 357. 



The ruling system o f  the QarZkh5nids was based on the principle o f  double kingship. 

The whole confederation was divided into two realms, The Great Khan ruled over the 

western portion with the court in Balasaghun in the Chu valley o f  Semierchye. The 

Associate Khan ruled over the eastern portion with his base in Kshghar.  After the death 

of Satiiq, w e  have only scarce data about this dynasty. His son M k Z  possibly was able to 

rule both parts of the Qar5khGid domain, and the entire QarZkhiinid realm was gradually 

- 148 Islamized and  became firmly Sumi .  In 992 Satiiq's grandson Hiinin b. MGsG BughrE 

KhILn invaded Transoxiana and temporarily occupied the SZmZnid capital of ~ukhZrZ,l '~ 

and in 999 the SZmZnid dynasty was overthrown in Transoxiana by Ilig Nwr b. 'Ali 

(d.1012-13), nephew o f  HZGn BughrZ Khan. In 1001 the SZmiinid kingdom was 

partitioned between the nig Khan N q r  o f  the QariikhZnids and Abii al-QSim Mahmiid b. 

Sebuk-Tegin of the Ghaznavids. T h e  Oxus River was to be the boundary between the two 

empires. This led to Qarskhanid domination o f  the territory from BukhZrZ of Transoxiana 

and the lower Jaxartes River to  ~ i i s h ~ a r i a ' ~ ~  However, all through their period o f  

domination the QarGkhIinids remained a tribal confederation and never formed a unitary 

state. "' 
The QarZkhZnids in KGhghar were under the leadership o f  Yiisuf Qidir Khan, the 

lineage o f  whom it is hard to determine. Yiisuf Qiididir Khan sought to consolidate his 

... -- 

148 Samolin Easten? firrkistal~ to the five@ Cettttrry, p. 8 1. 
1-19 Barthotd, f irrkes~m Jow77 10 IIW h.hgol Imm-ioi~. p. 260; Golden. "The Karakhanids and early [slam," p. 

359; Bosworth, "The politicai and Dynastic History of the Iranian World (AD.  1000-1217)" in The 

Cambridge of H i s f o ~  qf /rat? wltrrne 5: The Sdjtrq a d  Morrgcd Pericd. ed. by .I. A. Boyle. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1968, p. 6. 
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-a power in Kkhghar, and under his leadership the Muslim authority in KZshghar became a 

threat to the Buddhist regime in Khotan. During the T'ang, Khotan was one of "four 

garrison cities" in the Tarirn basin, and had for some time had been a vassal of the 

Tibetans. By the first quarter of the ninth century, however, Tibetan power was in the 

process of disintegration and the Khotanese began to reassert their sovereignty. In Iegend 

we have an account of the conquest of Khotan by Islam- According to legend, in the year 

992 the ruler of Khotan, JagZlu KhalkhSlii of Machin led an army of 30,000 men to 

invade Kikhghar- For what reason he did this is not clear, but it is possible that some of 

the people in KZshghar who remained hostile to Islam were supported by Buddhist 

Khotan. The Khotanese were repulsed by the QargkhEnids and were forced to retreat. 

Thus, it was necessary for YSuf Qadir Khan to subdue these infidels. With support from 

the Tibetans and the Uighurs, the Khotanese were able to sustain the QarZkhZnid attack 

for 24 years. In 10 16 Khotan was eventually captured by the Qarikhiinids."' The second 

largest city in southern Chinese Turkistan had thus come under Muslim rule, 

It is difficult to determine the extent of Islamization in southern Chinese Turkistan, 

particularly when the region was under the rule of the QarZkhinids, but the adoption of 

the written Arabic alphabet to express their mother tongue had a far reaching influence 

on the development of the culture and history of the area. Around this time the 

QarikhZnids minted large quantities of coins in Kashgar and Yarkand, the third largest 

city in southern Chinese Turkistan, and more than 22,000 of them have been discovered 

'" For more discussion see Bosworth, "Ilek-Khans or Karakhiinids" in The Ehcydopaedia of ls/om. 22"6 ed. 
I ST Sir Henry H, Howorth, 'The Northern Frontier of C hina" in Jortrrza/ of the Kcyu/ Asiatic Society, ( I 898): 

-. 4 472-475; M. Aurel. Srein, A~rcierrr k'ho~ar? t d .  1. Oxford: The CIarendon Press. 1907, pp. 180- I8 1. Ryh-way 



a in the region. The unearthed coins which were mostly engraved in the 1 lCh centuv with 

the Arabic script, shows us that a certain degree of lslamization had taken place in the 

region. 'j3 

The discovery of the Turkish and Arabic Yarkand documents in Chinese 

Turkistan has also shed light on the extent of Isiamization in the region- The documents 

which were discovered in Yarkand in 19 1 I ,  consist of fifteen pieces, seven in Arabic and 

eight in ~urkish.'" According to Gronke, these documents cover the years 1080-1 135 

and relate to the Qargkhgnid period in Chinese Turkistan. Unfortunately, the documents 

do not refer to the political history of the Qariikhanids as they contain mostly personal 

matters such as land sale contracts, property rights, the division of an inheritance, and 

appointment to guardianship.'" We can assume therefore that they are legal documents. 

In terms of fanguage, however, one can observe that Arabic had made great progress in 

supplanting the national language after the region had been conquered by Islam. Gronke 

suggests that the Arabic Yarkand documents also show the adoption of Islamic legal 

practice in the region and therefore she presumes that at the beginning of the twelfth 

century the far-reaching influence of Islam appears to have penetrated the whoIe legal 

Wang, "A Study o f  the Entry of Islam into Xinjiang" in Yu-Gong Bimonthly, 2.4 (1935): 2-3. 
153 'The unearthed coins include Mas'ud coins and Yusuf Arslan Khan coins made by striking in Kishghar, 

Tafshaj Khan coins used for some time before 1032 AD.; Muhammad Arslan Khan coins in 1056 A.D. at 

Artux. See Yuanjie Zhu. Xirrjia~rg N~~mismaiics, Hong-Kong: Xinjiang Art and Photo Press, 199 1 .  pp. 26-28. 
IS4 See Monika Gronke, "The Arabic Yarkand Documents" in Brdletir~ of the School of Orierrral curd Afiicat~ 

Studies 49.3 (1986): 454-507; Marcel Erdal, "The Turkish Yarkand Documents" in B~rlleti~l of the School of 

Orienraf nrrJ.4fiiicu1r StrrJirs 47.2 ( 1  984): 260-30 I. 
d "' Gronke. "The Arabic Yarkand Documents:' p. 455 



* administration system.'5" We may therefore confidently conclude that by the end of the 

twelfth century, southern Chinese Turkistan, i f  not yet compietely Islamic, was at least in 

process of IsIarnization. 



[II. isiam in Song China (960-1276 A. D.) 

With the decline of the T'ang dynasty and its loss of control in Central Asia, the 

access to overland trade passed to the hands of the Central Asian peoples. Chinese 

merchants were no longer playing a major role in lucrative overland trade, and they then 

had to seek their fortune by means of maritime trade, especially during the succeeding 

periods: Wudai Shiguo (the Five Dynasties and the Ten Kingdoms) and the Song dynasty. 

During the Wudai period, the Arab-Chinese maritime trade gradually recovered from 

several decades of depression, and in the time of the Song, this overseas trade was greatly 

expanded and reached its zenith. During the Song dynasty, we see another wave of influx 

of Muslim merchants into China's seaports for trade. Not only did these Muslims settle in 

China, but they also built mosques there in order to observe their faith. In the following 

chapter, we will begin to illustrate the phenomenon of continuing Arab-Chinese maritime 

trade in the period of the Five Dynasties and the Ten Kingdoms, and as well as in the 

Song era An introduction to Muslim settlement and establishment of mosques in China 

during this period will also be addressed. 

1 - Maritime Trade between Song China and Tu-slzih Arabs 

We have already mentioned that the volume of trade between the Persian Gulf and 

China had decreased since the massacre of foreign merchants in Canton during the 

Huang Ch'ao Rebellion in 878. In the wake of the downfall and fragmentation of the 

T'ang dynasty, China entered an era of chaos, the so-called "Age of the Five Dynasties 

and the Ten Kingdoms." This period of disunity lasted about a centuv. During this 

period, the major maritime trade provinces along the south and southeast coasts of China 



-m were respectively under the control of three autonomous states: Zajiang and southern 

Jiangsu, which formed the kingdom of Wu Yueh (907-978), Fujian which formed that of 

Min (907-945), and Guangdong and Guangxi which formed that of Nan Han (91 7- 

97 I ).I5' 

At this time temtoria1 division and political disintegration had reduced foreign trade 

significantly. Professor Gung-Wu Wang points out that among these coastal states, it was 

the Nan Han which was the most concerned with the decline of foreign trade, because the 

Nan Han Kingdom controlled the China largest seaport, Canton. In 91 7 Liu Yen declared 

himself emperor and made Canton his capital. He and his successors were highly 

interested in exotic luxury goods, and therefore promoted foreign commercial activities 

and encouraged the merchants to return to trade at canton.'" 

The merchants returned not only to Canton. The Min Kingdom (907-945) ruled by a 

Wang family in Fujian, also made efforts to attract foreign merchants to trade at Fuzhou 

and Quanzhou, the city which later surpassed Canton and became the most active port in 

China. The fame of Quanzhou extended throughout the medieval world under its Arab 

name of ZaytGn.'s9 The period of the reign by the Min marked the beginning of the 

prosperity of the ports in Fujian. 

157 Cf Gung-Wu Wang "The Nanhai Trade: A Study of the Early Kistory of Chinese Trade in the South 

China Sea". p. 86. 

"* Ibid. pp- 56-87. 
159 Hugh R Clark, "Quanzhou (Fujian) During the T'ans-Song Interregnum, 879-978" in T b t q q  I'm 

LXVIII. 1-3 ( 1982): 132. For more discussion about southern Fujian under the Min Kingdom. see So- Kee 

0 Long, '"Developments in Southern Fukien under the T'ang and the Min" in Jotrrtral of /he Americm Oriental 
-.- 

Socicg I 1 5.3 ( 1995): 450-45 1.  



-a The Nan Han and Min Kingdoms had their own independent economic system and 

therefore needed to develop their own financial resources- In view o f  the dependence o f  

the throne on the profits o f  maritime commerce, it is not surprising that the two 

governments should have detiberately promoted and encouraged maritime trade. During 

this period, a new economic policy was adopted by the states, which encouraged Chinese 

merchants to go overseas to seek trade, rather than passively awaiting the visits of foreign 

merchants.'60 This policy continued to be implemented by the Song government. It is as a 

result of such a policy that the Arab-Chinese maritime commercial activities gradually 

recovered during the Nan Han and Min Kingdoms. 

A revival in the Arab-Chinese maritime trade after a period o f  depression can be 

seen in a travel account compiled by Persian sea-captain Buzurg ibn Shahriyiir of  

RZmhormuz in about 953 A D .  under the title Kilui 'Aji'ih ul-Hind (The Book of the 

Wonders of India). Buzurg's work consists of  many merchants and sailors' tales he had 

heard in  ST^, 'Urnan and elsewhere, and covers the period form 900 to 953 AD.-- a 

period which coincides roughly with the reign of  the Nan Han and Min Kingdoms. One 

o f  the stories related to China was told by Captain 'Abhara about his hardship in his 

adventures to China. According to Buzurg, 'Abhara said that he  had voyaged to China 

seven times. But this time when the ship set sail from sirsf to China and was loaded with 

great amount o f  merchandise worth a thousand dinars, he suffered shipwreck probably 

due to a typhoon at the entrance to the Sea of China. He was rescued as the sole survivor 

from his ship. He eventually reached Canton, and there repaired the ship and then set sail 

I 6 0  Cf Long, "Developments in Southern Fukien under the T'ang and the Min", p. 45 1;  Nan-Sheng Zhang 

62 



again back for s&Z''[ Another tale tells us of a Jew named IshZq b. Yahiid who left 

'UmZn for China and came back to 'UmZn in 9 12 with a ship "loaded with musk worth a 

million dinars, silk and porcelain worth the same, and an equal amount in jewels and 

stones, as well as many rarities from China of incalculable value. -7 162 

After a long period of political fragmentation, China was ultimately reunited under 

the rule of the Song dynasty in 960. NevertheIess, Song China had to coexist with two 

peripheral states on its north and northwest frontiers. The Kh'itans of the Liao dynasty 

(946-1125) on the north, which ruled eastern Inner Mongolia and part of northern 

~h ina , '~~and  the Tanguts of the Hsi-Hsia state (1038-1227) on the northwest, which 

extended from southern Mongolia to Qinghai and encroached on the Song provinces of 

Shaanxi and Gansu.lM In contrast to the T7ang empire, the territory under the control of 

Song China was reiatively small. The loss of territory also created a dilemma for the 

Song merchants because various peoples such as the Kh'itans, Tanguts, Uighurs, and 

Qar5-khanids respectively dominated important sections of the Silk Road. The Song 

merchants were unable to access overland routes directly. As a result, foreign 

and Xlan'en Ye. "Guangzhou and the Mar-time Silk Road", pp. 202-203. 
161 Buzurg ibn Shahriyir, Kim3 'Ajn'ih d-Hiird, XLVt ed. & trans. by G. S. P. Freeman-GrenvilIe. 71w Rook 

ofrhe Wonders of Irrdk Mairr/a4 Sea mrd IsImd. London & The Hague: East-West Publications, 1 98 1. pp. 

49-52. For a part of English translation, see Hourani, Arab Srofarr~~g. pp. I 13- 1 17. 
162 Buzurg ibn Shaiuiyar. Kirah 'AjuQ'ih al-Hirld, L.W ed. & trans. by G. S .  P. Freeman-Grenville, 77re Book 

of the Woilders of ltldia. pp. 62-63. 
1 63 But a portion ofthe Kh'itans which appears in Arabic sources were called the Qara-khitays extended their 

power into the west, northern Chinese Turkistan, where the Uighur Turks of Turfan and Kucha recognized 

their suzerainty. In the early twelfth century the Qara-khitiys started to threaten the Islamic regime of the 

Qarikhinids in Kashgar. For more information, see Grousset. 771e Empire of fhe Srepprs. pp. 164- 166; 

Barthold, Ttwkesrmr down ro r#w Motigof Iin~asiotr, p p. 322-3 29. 



-e commodities that reached China by overland routes, after being taxed by different states 

in Central Asia, were far more expensive than the goods that arrived on the Chinese coast 

directly from foreip countries.'" Therefore, the Song government endeavored to 

promote the growing sea-borne trade with the Southeast Asian peoples and the Arabs. In 

about 987, the emperor T'ai-tsung (r. 976-997) sent eight oficials with credentials under 

the Imperial seal as well as gold and silks. They were divided into four parties, each party 

going to the foreign countries of the South Seas. They urged the foreign traders to come 

to China and issued special trading licenses to them. They then exchanged with these 

foreign merchants gold and silks for aromatics, rhinoceros horn, ivory, pearls and 

camphor. 

The result of the Song government's effort to promote maritime trade became 

apparent. Chinese seaports swarmed with foreign merchants. Some foreign merchants 

even expressed their respect to the court of the Song for being well treated in China. 

According to the annals of the Song dynasty, P'u-hi-mi (Arabic, Abii  amid?) is 

described as the master of an Arab vessel and once visited the court of the Song in 976, 

but he was too old and sick to proceed to the court himself in 993. Thus, he sent his 

assistant captain Li-u-wzr ('AIT Yahiid?) with his credentials, in which he addressed the 

161 Gernet, A History of Chinese Civikatiorr, p. 302. 
165 An examination o f  the Song trade with the Qara-khitays, Tanwts. Uighurs, see Shiba Yoshinobu, " Sung 

Foreign Trade: Its Scope and Organizationn in C'llim among Lquak: 71rr bIiJJ?e Kitrgdorn crtrd IIJ- 

rveighbors. I U ' ~ - I ~  Ce~tfrrries. edited by Moms Rossabi Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1983, 

pp. 89- 102. An analysis o f  the main reasons for the Sung government to promote maritime trade. see Tansen 

Seq "Administration o f  Maritime Trade during Tang and Song Dynasties" in China Repurr 32. 3 (1996): 

255. 
1 66 T'o-t'o and Ou-Yang Hsuan . Song-Shih (The Sung History, compiled in 13 19). ch. 186. 



--a Emperor on his own behalf, thanking the Emperor for past favours bestowed on him and 

also for allowing them to trade at Canton. Song Shih records, 

-When I [P 'zr-hi-mi] was still residing in may native land, I received an invitation from 
the sheikh Cfun-chang] of Guangzhou [Canton] urging me to send tribute and extolling 
the virtues of the Emperor, who had ordered the viceroy of Guangnan to treat foreigners 
liberally, in order to mollify them and induced them to import cornmoditie~."'~~ 

The other reason for the Song government to encourage maritime trade was because 

it had been weakened financially by wars against its neighboring peoples. In 1005 and 

1042 due to the military defeats, the Song government signed a peace treaty with the 

Kh'itans. According to the treaty, the Song had to accept an inferior status and pay an 

annual tribute to the Kh'itans. In 1044 similar terms were concluded in a treaty with the 

Tanguts. War expenses of the Song government against these two aggressive states had 

consumed enormous revenue. In addition, the annual tributes to the Liao and Hsi-Hsia 

states exacerbated the financial plight of the Song government. In order to compensate 

the tributes given to the Kh'itans and Tanguts, the Song government had to rely on the 

revenue derived from its maritime trade. 

The most devastating blow to the Song government however, came a century later 

with the tise of another nomadic power, the Jurchen tribes kern northern Manchuria, 

who took the dynastic name of Chin ( I I 1 5- 1 234). Not only did the Iurchens conquer the 

land in the eastern part of the Liao dynasty and push the Kh'itans westwards, but also by 

167 bid., ch. 490. The translation is quoted fiom Paul Wheatley, "Geographical Notes on Some commodities 

lnvolved in Song Maritime Trade" in Jorrrrmf of the 12fn/"vmir Bmch.  Rojcrl As~atic Socier): 1 96 1. p. 28, n. 

99. The Song troops had overrun the state of Nan-Han in 97 1. so that Canton then was under the control o f  

the Song government. 
168 Sen, "Administration of Maritime Trade during T'ang and Song Dynasties-'. p. 255. 



-8 1 1  26 they had actually invaded the territoty o f  the Song.'"' In 1 142 the Song government 

had to cede North China down to the Huai River and had to accept vassal status and pay 

annual tribute to the Jurchens. With the fall o f  North China to the Jurchen invaders, the 

Song government was forced to  move its capital from Kaifeng to Hangzhou of Zajiang 

province in the lower Yangtze ~iver."* This also marked the beginning o f  the  Southern 

Song period ( 1 127-1279), so c a k d  in contrast to the first period of Song history (960- 

I 126)- 

A constant threat o f  invasion tiom the Kh'itans and the Tanguts which had been 

looming since the early eleventh century caused many northemers to relocate to South 

China- The demographic upheaval reached its height when the Jurchens invaded North 

China in the early twelfth century.17' Nevertheless, the exodus o f  the northerners brought 

a great number of labors into South China, who helped to coIonize the plains and hilIs of 

the Yangtze valley and the southeast littoral areas. The migration of the northerners also 

- - 

'69 The rise of  the Jurchens had an immediate impact on the Kh'itans (Qari-khifgys) of the Liao dynasty by 

pushing them westwards. But the power o f  the Qa6-khitiys seems to have been wider than that of  the Qari- 

khSiinds, who had defeated the S k i n i d s .  By 1 141 the Qara-khitays were able to defeat Sanjar ( I  1 17-1 157). 

the last great SeIjuq, who ruled in K h u r r n  close to his base in Samarqand. and became overlord of 

Transosiana. See Barthold, TivrkestarlDowi1 to the Moirgd Iinmion, pp. 326-327. 
170 John King Fairbank. China: A New History, Cambridge: The Belknap Press o f  Harvard University Press. 

1992, pp. 1 14-1 15; Jung-Pang Lo, "Maritime Commerce and its Relation to the Sung N a v y  in Jorwnal ofrhe 

fioiromic and Socid Hisfon. of [her Orietrr, 1 3 ( 1  969): 62-63. 
171 A study tbr the impact of demogaphic change on the economic development of the Southern Song 

dynasty has been scrupulousIy examined by Hugh R. Clark. Please see his, Commrmilq: Trade. utrJNefiwrks: 

Sontherir F I ~ ~ C I I I  Prcl~+~rcc.from I/W irhirdfo //re 771irremh Cetl?l/n. Cambridse: Cambridge University Press. 

199 1, pp. 71 - 1 19. A census taken in 1080 shows that in South China the whole population was divided into 

two classes, "master households" (chu-hu) and "-guest households" (k'e-hu), and one-third of the popuiation 

mostly tiom North China was listed as transient- See Jung-Pang Lo, "The Emergence of  China as A Sea 



70 helped to diffuse new technology and contributed to urban gowth in the Yangtze region. 

Furthermore, higher productivity in the new region created a larger marketable surplus, 

and stimulated internal and external trade by causing a greater demand. I" The economic 

expansion of the Southern Song China in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries created an 

urban bourgeoisie consisting of landowners and rich merchants. The most compelling 

phenomenon, however, was that a larger part of the population sought to acquire foreign 

luxury goods which previously were only confined to the imperial palace and a small 

portion of people. Due to a great demand for foreign luxury commodities, many people 

sought their fortune by means of engaging themselves in the lucrative maritime trade 

because it was considered to be one of the main sources of personal income and of state 

173 revenue. Therefore, the Southern Song government played an active role in fostering 

maritime trade by every means in its power. An edict issued by the Song Emperor Kao- 

tsung in 1 13 7 relates, 

'The profits derived from maritime trade are very great. When we properly manage it, 
the profits can amount to millions [in cash]. Is this not better than just taxing the people? 
For this reason, I pay much attention to it. We must be lenient to the people, and let them 

* 7,174 prosper- 

Power During the Late Song and Early Yuan Periods" in Far h f e n ~  Qlrarferb, 14.4 1 ( 1955): 99- 100. 
I 7 2  Clark. C'ommnr&y, Trade, nrtd ~Ventwks: Sc~rtrhenr Eiq7arr Pro~incr from the 7hird to rhe Thkreemf? 

Cet~rrrry, pp. 71-7 19 

The profits from the maritime trade once had formed one-fifth of  the state revenue. See Tung-Hua Li, 

Ch itmr-chou k'etr Woo K I ~ O  Chrrg-ku Te Hai-Sh~g Chiao- Trtng (Quanzhou and Medieval China Overseas 

Trade) , Taipei: Xue-Sheng Shu-ju, 1986, p. 132 
1 74 Sutig Htri-yao Kao (Draft of Song Institutes), section on government, 44.20a; Tuns-Hua t i ,  C'h 'rtmr-chorr 

YW Woo Ktto C'hrrrtg-ktr 72 Hai-Shnrrg Ch 'iao-fittrg, pp. 132- 133. The revenue Fiom maritime trade during 

the reign of Emperor Kao-tsung came to  two million string o f  cash. See Shou-Yi Bai "Sunspshih I-ssu-Ian 

Chiao-t'u ti Hsiang-liao Mao-i" (The Trade in Spices by the hilowers OF Islam during the Song Period) in 
--- 

M m g ,  7.4 ( I  93 7):67. 



Throughout the Song dynasty, the Arabs still played leading roles in the  maritime 

trade with China, According to Ling wui /ui fu, 

"Of all the wealthy foreign lands which have great store of precious and varied goods, 
none surpasses the realm of Tu-shfi (the Arabs). Second to them is the She-p 'o (Java), 
the third is Sun+-chi (Srivijaya), and then come the other countries. *T I 75 

In addition, the Song annals contain frequent references to the Arab shipowners and 

their visits to the court of the Sung with gifts. Most of them came to Song China by sea. 

Their main purpose for visiting the court might wet1 have been trade. The following 

references from Song Shilz have demonstrated the closeness of commercial relations 

existing between the Arab traders and the court of China. 

"In the seventh year (974) Tu-dzih King K '0-/i-fu (Caliph) dispatched an envoy P 'u-lu- 
hei (Abii Rafunb)  with presents for the court-. . In the third year of Yung-hsi (986) Ta- 
sMz again came with the people ftom Pin-rung-lung (Panduranga) to the court; in the 
second year of Hien-ping (999) a Ta-shih official, Wen-su (~as'iid??) was dispatched to 
the court; in the third year (1000) the ship master Tb-p'o-li ( ~ a b ~ ? )  sent as his 
messenger Mu-ki-pi (Muzaffar?) with presents to the Emperor and when Mu-ki-pi went 
back, the Emperor sent T 'a-p b-li a Ietter and also vessels of porcelain, clothes, a saddle 
and a horse.. . h the first year of Ch'in-te (1004) a fan-ke (foreigner) P 'u-kia-shin (Abi 
QGim?) came to the court; in the tenth month of the first year of Ta-chung-siang-fu 
(1008), while the Emperor was absent for sacrificial purpose in the eastern part of the 
palace, Tb-p 5-li asked to be allowed to go to the T'ai-shan to offer his gifts to the 
Emperor. He was allowed to do so. [In the same year] another ship master Li-u-wzr ('AIi- 
Yahiid?) sent an envoy Ma-wu (M-iid), who presented to the Emperor a jade.. . . 9- 176 

Chou Ch7u-Fei, Ling Wai Tai Ta (the Answers to Questions about the Regions to the South of the 

Mountain Ranges. written in I I78), Chin-pu Shu-chu edit.. vol. 3, p. 5a. His work has been extensively 

incorporated into Chao Ju-Kua's Chrr-fcrrt-chih (A Description of Foreign Nations, compikd in 1225)- See 

CXao Jlr-Kw: His Work ott the Chitra-e mrd Arab Trade irr /he ficuph mrd fiirrcicitr C*etmt-ies. er?llfil/ed 

Ch- Fan-Chi, tr. & annot. by Friedrich Fiirth and W. W. Rockhill, Chicago: Argonaut Inc.. publishers, 19 14, 

p. 23. 
176 T'o-t'o and Ou-Yang Hsuan. "Ta-shih in SotzgShih, c h  490. For the identification ofthese .Arabic names. 

see Chao Ju-Kua, C'h-Fatt-CXih, ed. & annor. by Feng Ch'eng-Chun, Taipei: Taiwan Shang-wu Yin-shu- 
,, 

kuan, 1986, pp. 52-53. 



Under the Song dynasty, ihe tnost sibgtificani chartst: in h e  Arab-Chinese tradt: 

was its expansion. One of t h e  main reasons for the widening of the At-ab-Chinese trade 

was the emergencz of the Fii~irnid Caliphate (90% 1 1 7 1 ), in particular after thsir conquest 

o f  Egypt in 969. Taking advantage of the poiitical instability within the 'AbbZsid 

Caliphate, Egypl had ~raclualiy replaced Mesopolamia as thc: uenler or populahn  and 

wealth in the ibfuslitn w-orrid The FZ$itnid control of both the shot-es of the Red Sea and of 

the ports of the Yemen opened the way for trade and propagation of their faith. As al- 

~ u ~ a d d a s :  (d. 1000) says: 'Know further that Baghdad was once a magnificent city, but it 

is now Fdst Filling to ruin and decay, and had lost all its splendour ... . Al-FustZi of Misr in 

the present day is like Baghdad of old; I know of  no city in Islam superior to it. w:77 

Furthemorc, from the documents of the Cairo Geniza, wz learn that in Faitinlid times and 

- -. 
a little later, Jewish and Muslim Fii~irnids were especially active in the trade with india, 

'J  

and the evidence also shows that there was an exchange of [he products or the 

Mediterranean area and the Indian subcontinent. ""hrough the expansion of the 

international trade network, it is no wonder therefore that at this time Chinese warcs had 

appeared in Ewpt and had become the dominant modeIs of imitation for Fatimid 

craftsmen. !" 

1-77 a l - ~ u ~ a d d a s i  A&zn a/-raqa>ih j? ma ?fat af- 'aqa7ih. Arabic text in M. J. de Goeje, ed.. Bibliotheca 

Geographorurn Arabicorum. Leiden, 1894, vol. 3; English trans. by G. S. A. Ranking and F. Xzoo, Calzuna, 

i 90 1.  The trmsiaiion quilted here is f i - ~ i n  H o u i ~ i .  Arub S~ufirriilg, p. 79. 

'" S. D. Goitein. -Portrait of Medieval fndia Trader: Three Lerters from the Cairo Geniza-' in Bldiernr ofrk 

Schooi of Orieimi and rff i icm S~iidics. VOI. L. 3 (1987): 449464. For iriorc comprehensive strrdies of 

Geniza d ocumenrs also see his A 1'~I~cfiterr~1iiec7ii Swir'ty.- Jmi.~h C'oii?tnrti~iiit?s of the Atxb Fr"ot-h' ~ Z T  

Portrityed itr /he Dck't~rrirr~is ojffhr C'ah Cetritcr, 4 vols., Berkeley and Lcss h g e k s .  1965- 1983. 
.- tm 

'" This is according to a study oftbe excavations at Fustar in Oid Cairo. made by George T. Scanion. S e e  his 



--• There is no doubt that tiom the tenth century onwards the Muslims had operated 

international trade on a large scale. Chou Chu-Fei, writing in 1 178, drew attention to the 

fact that Muslim merchants and sailors trading at Chinese ports in his time were from the 

lands of Ti-shih including Chi-cu-ni (G hami), Pui-tu (Baghdad), Wu-s-11--li (Mosul ). 

Ah-dziu (Mecca), LZI-rnri (Rum), Pi-p ' d o  (Berbers) and hfz~-/~uz-p 'i (Almoravids)~'so 

Moreover, under the Southern Song dynasty7 increased use of foreign imported products 

and greater knowledge of non-Chinese peopIes and kingdoms are reflected in the famous 

compilation called Chu-Fan-Chih written by Chao Ju-kua in 1225, who at one time was 

Superintendent of Maritime Trade in the province of Fujian, and acquired a first-hand 

knowledge of the different counm'es and the diverse foreign commodities through his 

personal associations with overseas traders. The lands described in his book consist of the 

countries in South and East Asia and as far west as the African coast and the 

Mediterranean, that is, of those lands which bordered the Arab sea-route to the West. For 

instance, the lands beyond the Persian Gulf which can be identified incIude PYu-ssu-li 

(Egypt), Ozi-ken-[ 'o (Alexandria), Ch 'u-pi-& (Jabulsa), Ssu-~/ziu-/i-~veh (Sicily), Mei- 

ch 'ieh-la (Dar-al-Maghreb), Ti- 'eng-pu (Zanzibar), and Chzmg-[i (Somali coa~t ) . '~ '  Most 

importantly many countries mentioned here by the two authors were in fact made 

known to the Song Chinese for the first time. The Song merchants had benefited greatly 

from the espansion of international maritime trade, because they had been able to obtain 

exotic goods from as far away as North and East Africa. As to the principal articles of 

"Egypt and China: Trade and Imitation" in Narn and the T i d e  ofAsia: A Cohq~ritrm, ed- by D. S .  Richard, 

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970, pp. 8 1-95. 
180 _. Cf. Wheatley, "GeographicaI Notes on Some Commodities Involved in Sung Maritime Trade", p. 7. 



trade, Chao Ju-kua supplies a list of the most valuable imported goods. Among those 

brought by the Arab merchants were pearls, frankincense, myrrh, ambergris, cloves, 

opaque glass, putchuck, coral-tree, rosewater and aloes from Arabian Peninsula, as well 

as ivory and rhinoceros horns from Nonh and East Africa. '*' 

2. The EstabIishment of the Maritime Inspection Office 

It has been mentioned that in his report the Arab merchant Sulayman attested to the 

existence of a maritime customs service in Guangzhou (Canton) during his visit to there 

in the later Tang period This system for managing of foreign trade had been preserved 

and well regulated by the Song government. Throughout the Song period, the government 

insisted that trade between foreigners and Chinese should be carried on under the 

supe~kion and regulation of the state. Private trade was not tolerated by law. The rnair. 

reason is that customs duty was one of the major revenues of the state.lS3 

In 977, a specialized governmental apparatus for foreign trade administration, the 

Maritime Inspection OEce (Shilr-po si dJfi0 SJ), was re-established at Guangzhou 

(Canton) by imperial command, soon after Song troops had overrun the state of Nan Han 

in 97 I - This was followed by the inauguration of similar offices at other ports, including 

Hangzhou in 989, Mingzhou in 999, Shanghai in 1074, and Quanzhou in 1087.~"' Of 

these, Hangzhou and Mingzhou \\7ere mainly for trade with Korean and Japanese 

181 Ibid.. p. 6. 
I82 C E Hirth, Chao ./I[-Klca, pp. 1 93-23 7. 

' X3 Smg-Shih. ch. I S6. 
l R (  S o ~ g  Shih. ch. 186; Shiba Yoshinobu. "Sung Foreign Trade: Its Scope and Organization", p. 105; Tan- 

--. 
Sen Sen, "Administration of Maritime Trade during T a n g  and Sung Dynasty-, p. 256. 



a merchants, whereas the trade with Muslim merchants was finnekd through Canton and 

Quanzhou. As to the establishment of a Maritime Inspection Office in each port, we can 

perceive that unprecedented commercial expansion took place, primarily in the lower 

Yangtze valley, during the Song dynasty. 

At the beginning this ofice was headed by the local prefect and staffed by his 

subordinates. In the late eleventh century, this institution graduaIly evolved and was 

centralized by the Song During the Yuan-feng period (1078-1088), the 

Superintendent of Merchant Shipping (T'i-chu Shilt-po si $zBffT$.iQ a) was established, 

which meant that the local prefectural officials ceased to tackle foreign trade matters.lx6 

The function of T'i-cim Slzih-po si was twofold. On the one hand it was designed to deal 

with foreign traders visiting China, so as to provide an inspectorate of merchant shipping 

and to levy duties on imports; on the other hand it was regarded as a convenient method 

of supervising and licensing Chinese merchants sailing to overseas countries. Is' A study 

of the administration of the Maritime Inspection Ofice (Shilz-po si $ij@Zj) has been 

made extensively by Tan-Sen Sen. According to his studies, the major responsibilities of 

this administration consisted of nine aspects: ( I )  Taking care of tributary envoys and 

encouraging foreign merchants to come. (2) Inspection of incoming and outgoing ships. 

(3) Collection of duties and purchasing of goods in kind. (4) Sale and distribution of 

collected goods. (5) Administration of the saIe of foreign soods by foreign and Chinese 

lg5 Kuwabara litsuzo. C%tmg-krto A-la-po Hai-shmg Chico-t'zmg Shih (History of China and Arab's 

Overseas Communication). trans. by Fens Yu, Taipei: Taiwan Shang-NU Yin-shu-kuan, !985, p. 6. 

"[bid. See also Zhen-Ping Wan& "T'ang Maritime Trade Administration". p. 29. n. 1 14: Tan-Sen Sen. 
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"Administration of Maritime Trade during T'ang and Song Dynasty", p. 256. 



-m merchants. ( 6 )  Administration of seafaring Chinese merchants. (7) Enforcement of taws 

on restrictions and smuggling. (8) Supervision and administration of foreign settlements. 

(9) Supervision of  rescue of wrecked ships and disposal of property left by forei~m 

merchants. "" 
We have Arabic sources which describe the Maritime [nspection Office at Canton 

during the reign of the Song dynasty. AI-~arvaz: (ca. 1 120) speaks of Canton as it was in 

his time and he says, 

"The city of KhZnfii (Canton) is a great port. There is a large river with fresh water which 
flows through the city and is spanned by bridges. On one of its banks are the markets of 
foreign merchants and on the other the markets of residents of the city. The majority of 
Persian and Arab merchants who travel by their ships, [The Persians] are from and 
the Arabs fiom al-Baya. In this city (Canton) the CoIIector of the King's tithes (Sa3ib 
' d r  d-Mnlik) gathers the goods of the merchants and levies the  tithe^."'^' 

The Collector of the King's tithes indicated by al-~arvaz: here obviously refers to the 

Superintendent of Merchant Shipping ( T 'I-chu Shilz-pu shih). With the influx of Arab and 

Persian traders to Song China's largest seaport, Canton, these merchants must have 

exercised great influence in trade, and it is no wonder that during the Song dynasty a 

foreign quarter and bazaar had been established in Canton in the same way it had in the 

period of the T'ang dynasty. 

I87 S o ~ g  Shih. ch. 167. 
I RX For more details, see Tan-Sen Sen, "Administration of Maritime Trade during Tang and Song Dynasty". 

pp. 256-260. 

lS9 S h a d  ai-Zamk T&ir al-~arw&. Taba2' al-~qcnvclrt. Ch. 8; see the Arabic text in Sharaf d-Zarnin 

T&r a l - ~ a r v ~  on China. the Turks and India, Arabic text (circa A. D. I 120) with an English trans. & 
Y 

commentary by V. Minorsky, London: The Royal Asiatic Society, 1942, p. 10. 
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3. Muslim Settlement during the Song Dynasty 

We have mentioned that since the T'ang dynasty a colony of Muslim merchants had 

been established in Canton. As to the situation of Muslim settlement during the Song 

dynasty, similar foreign communities had continued to exist in the port cities. In addition, 

the migration of entire Muslim families to China proper had became more apparent. 

According to al-~arvazi, 

"When a ship arrives at the gate of this city [Canton], it is met by the iocaI security forces 
and scribes from the city. They then register the number of whoever there is on board: 
men, women, children, slaves, and the name of the captain is down together with 
that of his father, as well as the names of the merchants who accompany him, with the 
age of each one of them, that is, every man is asked how old he is and which countries 
and tribes he comes from. Thus, they write down and register whatever commodities 
there are on board of commodities according to their categories. 771% 

~ i - ~ a r v a z ;  went on to report that these foreign merchants were well-treated by the 

Sung officials. They were taken to see their countrymen and they were introduced to 

their community representative who then was caiied fuiu7n (fan-chang 8-E) by the 

Muslims of  anto on.'^' In fact, to oversee these foreigners, the Song government 

established special areas in the port cities known as fun-fung (foreign quarter 833) to 

accommodate these fun-shng (foreign merchants B-jEf) and their famiIiea These aliens 

were governed by their own fun-chung (foreign chiefs or sheikhs %&). This is stated 

quite clearly in the twelfth century Pirzg-chzc K'o-r'm,  which recorded that "all 

foreigners iived in Guangrhou'sfun-fung Zth, and there [the govemment] set up ajun- 

chcitzg BE to administer the affairs of fun-fng and to invite fuu-.s/tung $fE to trade. 



-a For this post, the government selected foreigners, who dressed in official uniform after 

the Chinese fa~hion."'~' 

The Function of the fun-fung in the Song times had been enhanced. A $m-c/tu~tg, 

foreign chief or sheikh, presided over daily affairs of the toreip quarter. His duties 

included the administration of foreign residents, and assisting the Song government in 

encouraging foreign traders to come to China. The shiekh was usually selected from 

among the most popular and influential foreigners. The Song government also 

established an office, fun-chmg si (foreign chiefs o f i c e  Z'E- 7) to administer these 

 settlement^.'^^ According to Song-shlt in 1072 a wealthy merchant, Hsin-ya-t'o-lo (-Abd 

AIISh?) who came from -Urnan and lived in Canton for several decades, had been 

deputed by the Court to take charge of the fan-clrang si, while he proposed to the Song 

government a donation for the renovation of the city ofCanton. But his proposition was 

not accepted by the In 1073 an Arab fun-chong P'u T'o-po-li-zi (AbG Tabriz?) 

also recommended to the Court to designate his son Ah-wzr (Mahmid?) as fun-clzung 

after him. This request was rejected by the Court.'" These references demonstrate that 

most of the foreigners living in the fun-fang were Muslims who were supervised by a 

Muslim sheikh appointed by the Song government. Some of them were also actively 

involved in politics. 

192 Chu Yu, Pirg-chotr K'o-1 ' a t 1  (Talks from Ping-chou. compiled in 1 119 ), Shou-shan-ko ed.. ch. 2. Chu's 

father was an official in Canton in the latter part of the eleventh century: see Kuwabara . (71io1g-ktro A-/ct-po 

Hai-shatlg Chiao4 'wrg Shih, p p. 68-69. 
193 Kuwabara, pp. 70-72. 
13-1 Song-Shih, ch. 490; Jun-Yan Zhang "Relations Between China and the Arabs in Early Times" in The 

-- Jotrrttdof ( h t m r  Sftidies, 6.1 (1983): 102. 



Furthermore, within the f;m+ng, their re1 igious belief, customs and habits, and 

moral standards were well observed and based on the Qur'iin. We also see that they 

gradually adopted Chinese family names. Thus, a certain process of sinicization may 

have taken place among them. Chu Yu in his Ping-cltou K b-r 'un states, "[in the fan-fang 

of Canton] the residents' clothing is different from that of the Chinese.. . they never eat 

pork. .. and they won't eat any of the six domestic animals if not slaughtered by their own 

hands."'gG Yueh K'e in the early 13" century also recorded the activities of a wealthy 

Muslim family of  Canton: "In Fan-yu (Canton) many foreigners dwelled there- Among 

the most prominent families was the P 'u Hsing (AbG Clan $f#pl). - . This P 'u family took 

up permanent residence in the city and engaged in maritime trade-. .These foreigners 

honored spirits and they were fond of cleanliness. They lived peacefully and prostrated 

themselves to pray God to bring them happiness. There was a temple (Tzyr-t7ang IRQ 

possible a mosque) for them to worship at. The name of their deity was just like China's 

Buddha, but it did not contain any image.. . One could not figure out what deity they were 

worshipping.""7 

Muslim Merchants were not only very active in Canton but also in another Song 

seaport, Quanzhou of Fujian province. Among those foreign merchants and Muslim 

immigrants who lived in Quanzhou during the Song dynasty, the most prominent and 

influential figure was P'u Shou-Geng ($HZi;E), an Arab merchant whose family had 

195 SongShih, ch- 490. 
196 Chu Yu, Pir~g-cI~orr K b - f  'm, ch. 2; Kuwabara p. 82. 

'" Yueh K'e. Yirrg-Shih, c h. 1 1 : Fang Hao. Chmg-hi Chi- fimg Shih (History of Chinese and Western 
d ' 

Communications), Taipei: Chinese Culture University Press, 1983, p. 432. 



m lived for several generations in Canton before they moved to ~ u a n z h o u . " ~ ~ '  Shou- 

Geng wielded great military and administrative power. He was appointed as the 

Superintendent of Merchant Shipping (T'i-dzt  ,C/zi/z-po-si) and the commander of 

provincial naval squadron in Quanzhou in the Iate days of the Song dynasty and was in 

charge of the Maritime Trade Office For thirty years. '"' When the Mongol army invaded 

Fujian province in 1276, P'u Shou-Geng surrendered to the Mongols and even joined 

them in the massacre of a large number of  Song imperiaI clansmen dwelled in 

~ u a n z h o u . ' ~  His son-in-law, Fo-lien was also a very wealthy Muslim merchant in 

Quanzhou and owned eighty trading ships.'01 

Another important Arab merchant in Quanzhou was Shi-nu-wei (i&)j$@$), whose 

story was recorded by Chao Ju-Kua. According to his Chu Fun Chi, "There was a foreign 

trader called Shi-nu-wei [sT~z~?]. He was a Tu-shill (Arab) and dwelled in the southern 

suburb of Quanzhou. He disdained wealth and was very charitable.. . He built a cemetery 

in the south-east suburbs of the city to bury the bodies of foreign rnerchant~."'~' In terms 

198 Chiao-Yuan KO, Min-Sh (History of Fu-chien, c. 1620), ch. 152; Kuwabara, Chmg-kuo A-/a-po Hai- 

shmg Chiao-r 'urg Shrh, pp. I79 and 200; Da-Sheng Chen. /s/nmic /trscripriotr i t r  @~md?ort (Zni~rrtr), with 

an English trans- by En-Ming Chen, Ningxia & Fujian: People's Publishing House, 1984, pp. 1-2. 
199 S'rg-Shih, ch. 47; Kuwabara, p. 200: According to Kuwabara P'u's deputed date as the superintendent 

may start during the reign of Li-tsung (1241-1 252). 

Kuwabara, pp. 202-204. 
20 1 C hen, Islamic /r~scripflioz iir Quut~zhorr (zaiflrrt), p. 2. 

"'~hao Ju-Kua, Cht-l;n,t-CFIA. ed. & annot. by Fen$ Ch'engChun. p. 49. This report was made by Lin 

Chi-K'i and recorded by Chao Ju-Kua. Lin had been a T'i-chri Shih-po xi @F $i@ 7 in C h'uan-chou. His 

work Otr the Bwid  of Fbreigu bferchntrts NI hlg-pa110f Ch hcrn-~hotr, ch. 15 was collected in the fourth 

part of Sm-kit Ch iiarr-shu. In his article. it was recorded that the cemetery of foreign merchants was 
-* 

constructed by Shi-na-wei in 1162 and completed in 1163- See Da-Sheng Chen, Ldnrnic hmriptim irr 



a of this reference, we can perceive that at the time there were many Muslims merchants 

dwelling in Quanzhou. Besides this evidence, since the 1930s some hundreds o f  Muslim 

stone tablets have been discovered, ranging mainly from A.D. 1009- 1370. These are either 

tablets recording the building o r  the renovation o f  mosques or  else Muslim tombstones. 

The inscriptions are mainly in Arabic, but some are in Persian: some are bi-lingual, 

Chinese and Arabic being engraved on the same stone. As to the Muslim tombstones, 

most of the Arabic inscriptions on them are quoted from the Qur'an and the ~ a d s h .  In 

addition, they consist o f  the names and origins of those who died there. Most o f  them had 

been merchants, but some of them were women and children. This shows that they had 

lived in China for a period of  time, and some of them had married local women.2o3 ?'he 

excavations of these Muslim tombstone inscriptions in fact gives us more authentic and 

convincing sources which demonstrate the earIy Islamic presence in Quanzhou during the 

Song era. More important as Gladney points out is that today many Chinese Muslims 

look to these ancestral tombs in order to search for their religious and ethnic identity, so 

that they may link themselves with a larger Muslim world-2o4 

Quadmu (zaifutl), p . 2, n. 6. 
203 See Wen-Lianz Wu, Q~mtlzhu~t Zhc)tgiiao Shi-kc (Religious Inscriptions in Ch'uan-chou), Beijing: 

Zhong-hua Shu-ju. 1953, pp. 6- 12; D. D. Leslie & Ahmad Youssef, "lslamic Inscriptions in Quanzhou: A 

Review" in T'urtt~g P m  L X X V  (1988):254; Chi Cheng, " 'Fan-ke Mu' (the graves of hreigners) and its 

Relative Questions" in CWh 'irrr-chart / - .SSII- /~I  ('him Fbrr-jiw Wetr-sh~mr (Symposium on Islam in Ch'uan- 

chou), compiled by Quanzhou Foreign Maritime Museum, Fujian. Fuzhou: Fujian People's Publishing House, 

1983. p. 148. 
20.1 Dm C. GIadney, "Muslim Tombs and Ethnic Folklore: Charters for Hui Identity- in 7he ./otcri~al ofAsian - 
Si~cdirs, 46.3 (1 987): 497. 



e 4. The Establishment of Mosques in China 

As the most distinctive Islamic monumental structure and an important community 

center with a wide range of political, administrative, legal, teaching, social and welfare 

functions, the mosque is an important indicator for the grouping of Muslims. The 

establishment of such religious building to allow Muslims to fulfill their religious 

obligations and observe their faith proves that a Muslim community has developed to a 

certain extent. In addition, the move to build mosques in China telIs us that Muslim 

immigrants sought to estabtish permanent settlements there. Therefore, the emergence of 

mosques in China proper during the T'ang'and Song dynasties, in fact, attests we11 to the 

early existence and prosperity of Muslim communities in China. 

Since the T'ang times, Muslims had been living in the fun-fung with their own 

leader fun-chung to govern their communaI lives. The expansion of Arab and Chinese 

maritime trade during the Song dynasty gave fresh impetus to the spread of Islam into its 

major trading seaports. The rapid development of MusIim communities in China during 

the T'ang and Song periods made it necessary for MusIims to build mosques to fulfill 

their religious duties. Several important ancient mosques have existed for many centuries 

in China. We will discuss the origin and establishment of these important mosques 

including Qing-Jiao Si (the Great Mosque) in Xian, Huai-Sheng Si (Mosque in Memory 

of the Holy Prophet) in Canton, Sheng-You Si (Mosque of the Holy Friend or t h e  Ashib 

Mosque) and Ching-Jing Si (Mosque of Purity) in Quanzhou, Jen-jiao Si (Mosque of 

True Religion) in Hangzhou, and Xian-He Si (Mosque of the Immortal Crane) in 

Yangzhou. 

.d It is extremely difficult to determine when the first mosque was constructed in 



China for lack of  reliable materials. For instance, in the Qing-Jiao Si (the Great Mosque), 

in Xian (or Changan) o f  Shaanxi province, there is a monument which records the 

establishment of the first mosque there in 742. This monument also states that the faith of 

Islam entered China during the reign o f the  Emperor Kai-Huang of the Sui dynasty (58 1 - 

601).'0' Bearing in mind that according to Arabic sources, Muhammad only began his 

career as a prophet in 610, we can say that this date is obviously false, and therefore 

throws doubt on the truth of the other statements on the inscription.'06 In addition, 

regarding the inscription on the monument o f  Xian, the Chinese scholar Chen Yuan 

( 1 880- 1 97 1 ) in 1 928 published a treatise entitled An OzdliPte Hisfury of the Propuguricln 

rfLdum in Cfiincr. He made a scrupulous examination of  some important Islamic terms in 

Chinese literature, and he distinguished the different transliterations used in Chinese 

dynasties for various terms, like "Islam" and "Muhammad." For example, he said that the 

name "Muhammad" in T a n g  literature was transliterated into @zqx (read: Mo Ke 

Mo), but on this monument it was written as (read: Mo Han Mo De), which in 

fact never appeared in Chinese literature until the juncture period between the Yuan 

dynasty (1 280- 1368) and Min dynasty ( 1368- 1644). Yuan Chen regarded this monument 

as forgery.'07 As to the Great Mosque in Xian, it should not be considered as the first 

mosque in China- According to Chinese historical records, the Great Mosque was 

renovated on several occasions and the earliest rebuilding record was in I 1 27 during the 

205 For more information about the Muslim Monument of Xian, see Broomhall, Islam in China. pp. 83-89. 
206 Muhammad has first received revelation in this year. See Hodgson, The l21rm-e offslanz, \wl. I. p. L 88. 
107 Yuan Chen, "Hui-Hui-Chiao Ruh Chung-Kao Shih-lieuh" in C h t  Y~cm ,Yk-Shtr L~cit-weiz-ji (The 

Academic Theses oFChen Yuan) vol. 1 ,  Beijing: Chung-hua Shu-ju, 1980, pp. 546-47. 



-m Song dynasty by a military official named A-t'a-la (-Abd ~ l l ~ h ? ) . ' ~ *  Therefore, 

Broomhall suggests that the construction of the Great Mosque was actually based on an 

earlier mosque there, and that this monument commemorates one of the occasions when 

it was rebui~t.~' 

In the T'ang and Song's major forekg seaport, Canton, there is a mosque called the 

Huai-Sheng Si (Mosque in Memory of the Holy Prophet) which is aIso known as Guang- 

t'a Si (the Minaret Mosque). Again its age cannot be determined, but legend has it built 

during the early T'ang period, which according to one of the Chinese Muslim traditions 

was built in the reign of T'ai-tsung (627-649) by the Prophet's maternal uncle, AbG a[- 

WaqqZs who came to China From Medina and settled in  anto on."' This seems very 

improbable as Hsiang-Lin Lo argues that "there is no evidence at all that al-WaqqG had 

ever been to China, or that in those early years of the Wigira 4-28, Canton had an Arab 

community already converted to  slam."^' ' Professor Lo suggests that Huai-Sheng Si was 

buiIt in the T'ang dynasty, but not based on Chinese Muslim traditions. His assumption is 

based on Nan-haz Po-yun (Hundred Songs of the South Sea Region) written by Fang 

Hsin-Ju ( 1 1 77- 1 222) during the Southern Song dynasty."' According to N m - h i  Po-yun, 

* 0 8 ~ o r e  details about the dates of these renovations, see Broomhall, Is/am B Chi,za. p. 89 and Fu. C h r g -  

Klro Htdjiao Shih. p .  45. 

'09 Broomhall. isfam Chim. p. 89. 

" Xiao-Wei Luo. T h e  Mosque in C hind' in The Mospie: Hisroiy, Arch i f rc~~~rd  Dr~duprnrrlr Kr Rrgio~raf 

Diversiv, edited by Martin Frishman and Hasan-Uddin Khan, London: Thames & Hudson, 1994, p. 21 1 .  
21 1 Hsiang-Lin Lo, "Islam in Canton in the Song Period: Some Fragmentary Records" in S\~mposi~im orr 

Hisforicaf Archatiuiogicaf arrd Liig-uisric Smdies on Surrrhrril C X ~ i r a .  S o ~ t r h - h ~  arrd [he Hong Kong 

0 Region, edited by F .  S. Drake, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1967, p. 177. 
d "' hid. 



m -'the h - r ' u  (foreign pagoda, possible minaret) which was built in T'ang times, was 
called the Huuz-Sheng Pugodu (Bgfg). It is a brick tower with round shaft, one 
hundred and fifty jung (about 119 fi) in height. None can compare with it. There is a 
golden cock atop, which would foIlow the way of the wind to turn either south or 
north.. . Within the bottom [of the Fan-t there is a prayer hall (@$Rg). . . It is said that 
it was built by a General Huai-Sheng, Hziui-Shmg (Xiung-<'/zun. whereby today it is 
cat led Hucti-Sheng ~ a ~ o d c l .  "' 

Moreover, the earliest stone inscription in the present Huai-Sheng Si also records its 

establishment during the T'ang, but it does not show us a specific date- This inscnption 

dated in 1350, was written by Kuo Chia and entitled the Ciz 'ung-chicn Hucri-Sheng-T'u Si 

Chilz Chi (The Record of the Rebuilding of the Huai-Sheng T7a Si). The inscription states, 

"situated on the hill of Bair-yun, within the bend of the slopes, there is a temple. Its 

structure comes from the western region. It is constructed by bricks. It [such building] has 

never been seen before in China proper. It is said that it has existed since the Li T'ang (or 

T T ~ I J  the early T'ang dynasty). The opinions on the date of its establishment are 

inconcIusive and many. In spite of this fact, at least we can ascertain that Huai-Sheng Si 

had already been there in the Song period. Today Huai-Sheng Si is generally 

acknowledged as being the oldest surviving mosque in China- 

Two famous ancient mosques built in Quanzhou, the second largest seaport of the 

Song dynasty, were the Sheng-You Si (Mosque of the Holy Friend or the Ashi& Mosque) 

and Ching-Jing Si (Mosque of Purity). According to Da-Sheng Chen, historians have 

213 
This part of Chinese text is quoted &om T'ong-Shim Fu, Chzfng-Kim Huviao Shih. p. 47. [t is believed 

that the building itself was the tallest structure in Canton until modem times. The minaret with its metal cock 

atop. has long been considered the principal landmark o f  the city, and it also served as a li&thouse for the 

incoming ships; thus the name Guang-t'a (shinning tower) was bestowed on the mosque, See Xiao-Wei Luo, 

"The Mosque in Chinan, p. 21 2. 
214 Quoted fiom Fu, Chg-Kuo HuijTao Shih, p. 48. 



-m been mistaking the Ash& Mosque for Ching-Jin Si since the Ming Dnasty ( 1368-1644)- 

As a matter of fact, they are two different mosques, based on different dates of 

establishment and renovation."' The two mosques were built by wealthy Arab Muslims 

who came to Quanzhou during the Song dynasty. The Ash& Mosque was built in the first 

decade of the eleventh century, and renovated and partly rebuilt in 13 10-1 I by [bn 

Muhammad al-Quds, from al-ShirZz. On a stone tablet which was mistakenly located on 

the north wall of the portaI of Ching-Jing Si, its inscription records, 

"This is the first rnosque in this land [Quanzhou], and so is the oldest auspicious mosque, 
named al-Asbib Mosque. It was established in the year of 400 of  al-Hijrah [I 009-1010 
A.D.] . Three hundred years later Amad  b. Mdynmad al-Qudsi, Le. the well-known -< 

~aj; Rukn al-~h%zi,  repaired this mosque. An elevated vault, broad paths, venerated 
gates and brand new windows were built and installed. The renovation was completed in 
the year of 7 10 of aI-Hijrah 113 10- 13 1 I A.D.]. This act pIeases Allah the most high. May . 

Allah pardon him, Muhammad and his household.772L6 
.\ 

As to the Ching-Jin Si, this mosque was built in 113 lin the south city of  Quanzhou 

by ~ a j i b  Mwhir ai-~Tn who came to Quanzhou from s&X In 1350 the mosque was 

renovated by Jin A-li. In the present Mosque, there is a stele written by Wu Ch'ien during 

the Yuan dynasty (1 279- 1 %8), which records the history of its establishment. The 

inscription on the stele states, 

"In the beginning, the king of Madina, Purghambar Muhammad, was born.. . governed 
with kindness and commanded the respect of all the Western Countries, who called him 
the sage. Purghambar was an honorary title meaning --apostlew. His religion considers that 
everything originates from Heaven. Heaven is incomparable; therefore, there is no image 
for Heaven for the most devoted. There is one month of fasting every year when one must 
change clothes and bathe oneself, change for a quiet place to live in, prostrate towards 
the west every day, clean heart and pray. The scripture was handed down by the Heavenly 
father. It consist of 30 volumes, 134 chapters, or  6,666 sections, all of which contain 

215 Chen, Isiamic /r~scripriorr itr Q~rmrzhou (ZaiflriQ, p. 16. 

'IG The Arabic text see Da-Sheng Chen and Ludvik Kalus, Corps D 'irtscripriort~s Arabes Er Prrsatres fi, 
- Chiiw. vol. 1, Pan's: Bibliotheque D'etudes Islamiques, 199 1. p. 63. 



* profound and subtle ideas ... Then in the first year ofthe reign of Emperor Shao Xing of 
Song Dynasty [in 1 13 1 1, a Najib Murhir &Din came to Quanzhou on board a trading 
ship from Siraf, It was he who founded the mosque in the South City of Quanzhou ... in 
the ninth year of the reign of Emperor Zhi Zheng [in 13501. ..a native by the name of lin 
Ali financed the renovation of the mosque. 9-2 17 

As to Jen-jiao Si (Mosque of True Religion), it was built in the Song dynasty and is 

located at its another mportant seaport, Hangzhou in Zajiang province. This mosque is 

aIso known as Feng-Huang Si (Phoenix Mosque). It has been said that this mosque was 

established in the T'ang dynasty, but of this claim there is no evidence- More reliable 

sources suggest that it was originally buiIt in I I3 I and 1149, reconstructed and extended 

first in I28 1 and again 1451-93.~%~ the end of the Song dynasty, Yangzhou in Jiangsu 

province was also one of the busiest cities in trade and commerce. A famous mosque 

which was built by a Muslim preacher, P'u-ha-din, in 1275 in this city, is called Xian-He 

Si (Mosque of the Immortal Crane). This mosque was renovated and rebuilt twice during 

the Ming dynasty (1368-1644)."' 

217 Quoted fiom Chen, Islamic Imcripriorr in Qrrarrzhorr fZaifi(~r), with its English trans. by En-,Mng Chen, 

pp. 13-15. 

218 Xiao-Wei Luo. "The Mosque in China", p. 2 I 7. 
-. 

219 [bid., p. 2 19. 



Conclusion 

There are two factors for the entry and the spread of Islam in China in the early 

period namely, Musl irn military campaigns in Chinese Turkistan and Musl im merchants' 

commercial activities in China's south-east coastal provinces- The discovery of the Silk 

Road during the Han dynasty prompted China to become actively invoIved in the politics 

of Central Asia. After the downfall of the Han dynasty, China entered centuries of 

isolation and disunity and so it was not until the 7" century under the T'ang dynasty that 

an united China re-emerged. Once again China started to extend her miIitary muscle into 

Central Asia and Transoxiana. The period of the T'ang expansion coincided with the 

great Arab conquests which were to extend the Islamic empire to Spain at one end and 

Central Asia at the other. Failing to stop the victorious advance of the Arab army, 

Chinese troops suffered disastrously at the famous battle of the Talas River in 75 1. 

Therefore, the T'ang China was forced to withdraw its influence from Central Asia. But 

we must bear in mind that the Arab military victory in this campaign did not lead to an 

immediate conversion of the region to Islam. In fact, the spread of Islam into southern 

Chinese Turkistan only began in the end of the tenth century. Firstly, it was due to the 

commercial activities of the Sogdian merchants from Transoxiana, and secondly, to the 

conversion of the QarZkhZnids to Islam and the religious wars waged by them against the 

peopIes of Chinese Turkistan. 

The reason for the spread of Islam to China's south-east coastal provinces can be 

associated with the politicaI development of Central Asia. The loss of control of Central 

a 
. - Asia forced the T'ang to pay more attention to the sea-borne trade which was dominated 



* by the Persian and Arab merchants. Therefore, in the Tang era, Muslim merchants 

engaged in trade actively at China's largest seaport, Canton. Not only did they bring 

foreign commodities to China, but also their religion. Muslim communities were formed 

and had their own leader to supervise their communal life and help them to observe their 

faith. This sea-borne trade then had gone through a period of depression because of the 

Huang-Ch'ao Rebellion and the collapse of the T'ang dynasty. 

During the reign of the Nan Han and Min Kingdoms, Arab and Chinese maritime 

trade gradually recovered with the promotion and encouragement of these two regimes. 

In the Song era, cut off from access to Central Asia, blocked in its expansion towards the 

north and north-west by the great powers which had arisen on its frontier, Song China 

turned completely to the sea, leading to the expansion of maritime trade. In order to 

tackle maritime affairs, Maritime inspection Ofices were estabIished by the Song 

government in its major trading seaports. Throughout the Song dynasty, the Arabs still 

played leading roles in the maritime trade with China. They brought Islam with them, and 

they established Muslim communities and mosques at major trading seaports. The 

Muslim and Chinese commercial activities in the Tang and Song periods therefore 

contributed to the early spread and development of Islam in China- 
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